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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a multi-modal biometric system implemented using MATLAB language. The system 

fused fingerprint and hand geometry at matching score level by applying a proposed modified weighted 

sum rule. The fingerprint system was tested using five FVC databases and the hand geometry system was 

tested using COEP database. Hence, the multi-modal system was tested by merging each FVC database 

with COEP database. The experimental results show significant improvement in the multi-modal system 

with an average EER of 3.27%; while it is 8.86% and 8.89% for fingerprint and hand geometry systems, 

respectively. 

KEYWORDS 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

People used a variety of ways trying to obtain safer and more precise methods to identify 

themselves and protect their personal properties and private information; like using keys, ID 

card, password or PIN code. However, these traditional security methods do not satisfy the 

requirements of most companies and governmental agencies at the present time, especially with 

modern applications that use electronic services operating automatically, like ATMs in banks, e-

learning, e-commerce, criminal search tools … and so on. Hence, these applications need 

effective and stronger protection methods. Biometric systems are becoming popular as a 

measure to identify a person by what the characteristics of the person are rather than what the 

person carries. Each biometric system has its advantages and disadvantages, but still offers great 

convenience and several advantages over traditional security systems [1]-[2]. The next sub-

section presents a brief summary on biometric systems. 

1.1 Single Biometric Systems 

A biometric system is defined as "a system which automatically distinguishes and recognizes a 

person as a unique individual through a combination of hardware and pattern recognition 

algorithms based on certain physiological or behavioral traits (characteristics) that are inherent 

to that person" [3]. According to this definition, the biometric system depends on the person’s 

specific (physiological or behavioral) traits. Therefore, system data cannot be shared, lost, stolen 

or forgotten [1], [4]. Any human physiological or behavioral trait can be used as a biometric 

trait, but it has to satisfy some basic requirement factors; shown in Table 1 [1]. 

Biometric systems are generally classified into verification and identification systems. 

Verification systems confirm or deny the identity of the person using his/her ID code. 

mailto:ezdihar_b@hotmail.com
mailto:laelrefaei@kau.edu.sa
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Therefore, the output decision query is only between one person and only one user template, 

which is stored in the database (one to one matching process). On the other hand, identification 

systems are used to determine the identity of one person with respect to all user templates in the 

database (one to many matching process) [1]. Any biometric system should include four main 

steps: 

Table 1. Comparison of various biometric traits usage basic requirements [5]. 

Usage basic requirements; High: H, Medium: M, Low: L. 
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Face H L M H L H H 

Fingerprint M H H M H M M 

Hand Geometry M M M H M M M 

Iris H H H M H L L 

Voice M L L M L H H 

Signature L L L H L H H 
 

 

1. Pre-processing: Improvement of sample quality, elimination of the noise resulting from 

sensor device type or environment noise and making the sample appropriate for the next 

step. 

2. Feature extraction: Extraction of details of biometric trait that distinguishes between 

persons. 

3. Feature matching: In this step, the similarity score will be estimated to decide whether the 

extracted features from two biometric traits are matched or not. 

4. Decision making: The final step is used to decide whether the sample is accepted or rejected 

by selecting an appropriate threshold value and comparing it with the similarity score. 

Figure 1 shows the block diagram of how biometric (verification and identification) systems 

work with the four main steps mentioned above. 

Biometric systems offer good recognition performance, but are not free of errors. However, 

even the most advanced biometric systems are still facing numerous problems; including data, 

algorithm used and system design, which cause a negative impact on the performance.  

The main drawbacks of biometric systems can be summarized in the following points [3]: 

 Noisy data because of a noisy environment or a problem during the use of sensor device 

which makes the feature extraction process more difficult. 

 Not all biometric characteristics are universal because of various birth defects and accidents 

that lead to the absence of the biometric trait in some people; like a cut hand or finger. 

 Lack of individuality, where the biometric trait is similar among a group of people, so that 

the system cannot distinguish between them, as in the case of twins. 

 Susceptibility to circumvention as when an impostor presents a fake biometric sample to the 

system, such as using gummy fingers. 

To resolve the previous problems, upgraded hardware could be used, employing liveliness 

detection techniques, using robust algorithms to improve the quality of the sample and matching 

process, or using multi-biometric systems and integrating information from different sources 

[4]. The next sub-section is oriented toward giving a brief idea on the latter solution; multi-
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biometric systems, which is the focus of our study. 

 

Figure 1. Biometric (verification and identification) systems. 

1.2 Multi-biometric Systems 

Multi-biometric systems can offer significant improvement in the performance accuracy of a 

biometric system, population coverage, preventing spoofed attacks and reducing the failure rate 

of enrollment data to the system [6]. The term multi-biometric indicates "the presence and use 

of more than one biometric aspect (modality, algorithm, instance and/or sensor) in some form of 

combined use for making a specific biometric verification/identification decision" [7]. 

According to the previous definition, multi-biometric systems are classified into four main 

categories as shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Multi-biometric system categories. 

 

Even though fusing all these categories may offer very high performance results, this procedure 

was avoided due to increased time consumption and cost effect. Thus, our interest was focused 

on the multi-modal biometric system which is one of the widely applicable systems. 

Different modality of single biometric systems can fuse their information in different levels and 

produce a multi-modal biometric system. The common fusion levels are [8]: 

1. Feature level: Merging feature sets extracted from single systems into one feature set. 

2. Score level: In the feature matching step, the similarity scores of each single system are 

normalized and fused using rules like max and sum rules. 

3. Decision level: The simplest method, because it combines the final decisions of each system 

using rules like AND, OR and Majority voting. 

With regard to existing biometric systems used for recognition, there is still room for 

improvement through development of devices, techniques or algorithms. Therefore, in this 
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paper, a simple and effective multi-modal biometric system based on fingerprint and hand 

geometry was introduced. We applied the fingerprint system mentioned in our previous paper 

[9], where the steps were explained here in more detail. In addition, we adopted the proposed 

weighted feature matching algorithm in [9] for the proposed hand geometry system and multi-

modal biometric system as explained in Section 3. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the related works. In 

Section 3, the proposed multi-modal biometric system based on fingerprint and hand geometry 

at score level fusion is described. Section 4 shows the experimental results of the system with 

statistics, graphs and tables for illustration. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and provides 

some suggestions for future investigation. 

2. RELATED WORKS 

2.1 Overview of Fingerprint System 

Fingerprint system is one of the most common and reliable systems used for security purposes, 

because of its uniqueness, universality, invariability and extraction facilities [10]. Figure 3 

displays an example of fingerprint surface pattern, which consists of ridge and valley lines. The 

local ridge lines have a lot of information and form a set of distinct features called minutiae, 

which is classified into two popular types: ridge ending and ridge bifurcation. These minutiae 

are used in the biometric system to distinguish between people [9], [11]-[12]. 

 

 

Figure 3. Example of fingerprint structure. 

 

Many algorithms have been suggested for enhancement in the specialized literature for 

fingerprint recognition, either to improve fingerprint image quality, extract the features or match 

feature approaches [10], [13]. Hong et al. [11] published the major article that used Gabor filter 

to improve fingerprint image quality. They evaluated the goodness index method of minutiae 

extraction in the verification system. Popovic et al. [14] produced directional log-Gabor filter 

and applied it using low quality images on frequency domain. Chikkerur et al. [15] implemented 

a new algorithm based on short time Fourier transform analysis (STFT).  

For feature extraction methods, most studies extracted ridge ending and ridge bifurcation using 

Crossing Number (CN) concepts [16]-[17]. This method depends on the eight-neighbourhood of 

each ridge pixel [16]. Moreover, Babatunde et al. [17] modified the crossing number method to 

give the same result with lower cost. Xin et al. [18] extracted the minutiae from grey-scale 

images by using Gabor phase field method. Tico and Kuosmane [19] presented a method that 

validates and deletes many false minutiae, such as spikes, holes, bridges, ladders and spurs. 

With regard to matching algorithms, Wei et al. [20] implemented an algorithm using local ridge 

line sets to deal with image distortion and false features. They proposed an equation to calculate 

final matching score for merging two matching algorithms; a graph matching with global 

orientation field matching. Bengueddoudj et al. [21] used local and global structures of the 

fingerprint to modify the existent minutiae matching algorithm. Jie et al. [22] compensated the 

lack of fingerprint information by improving the effect of orientation field, minutiae, 

reconnected ridges and recovered missing minutiae.  
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2.2 Overview of Hand Geometry System 

Hand geometry becomes popular as a biometric trait and is applied in various identification 

systems of real-world applications. Each human has special hand geometry features that can be 

useful in distinguishing between persons; such as different shape of the hand, size of the palm, 

length and width of the fingers [23]-[24]. Hand geometry is considered for low-medium 

security, but with advantages of low computational cost algorithm, low resolution images, high 

user acceptance and low storage size [2], [25]. Some hand geometry sensor devices came with 

pegs to fix the position of the user's hand. Others do not rely on these devices as they are 

captured using a camera in different positions making them more challenging, especially in the 

field of research, investigation and crime scenes [26]. Many research studies about hand 

geometry systems have been conducted using different numbers of features or different 

algorithms. 

Saxena et al. [2] proposed a new threshold algorithm for hand segmentation. It depends on 21 

features from palm width, finger length and width. The system was tested using 6 different 

distance functions and compared between 96 users with 5 images for each user. Kang and Wu 

[27] presented a segmentation method to extract fingers from hand images using the principle of 

a modified Otsu. Al-Ani and Abd Rajab [26] implemented a method for feature extraction using 

a two-dimensional discrete cosine transform. Their research depended only on extracting the 

length and width of fingers. In addition, they evaluated the system performance by calculating 

matching metric correlation. Furthermore, Fierrez et al. [28] implemented a system with 17 

features extracted from fingers and palm. The features were grouped into 8 sets; each set 

consisted of a combination of several features. Xiong et al. [29] studied the problem of applying 

hand in the biometric system without using any pegs to determine hand position. They produced 

an elliptical model to get optimal alignments of hands and improved the traditional geometry 

measurement methods to extract about 37 features from fingers. Yildirim and Tulay [30] 

introduced a new approach to identify the hand by its pattern. They classified and recognized 

patterns using general regression neural networks. 

2.3 Overview of Multi-modal Biometric System 

There are many studies in multi-modal biometric systems field. These studies vary in terms of 

the biometric characteristics selected, the level of the fusion or the algorithm used. Jain and 

Ross [31] developed a multi-modal system using fingerprint, face and hand geometry. They 

compared between user-specific threshold and their proposed user-specific weight methods 

which were used for fusion of the biometric traits. Charfi et al. [32] suggested fusion between 

hand shape and palmprint in verification system. They extracted the features by improving Scale 

Invariant Feature Transform algorithm. The system was tested on IITD hand database and fused 

at score level using max, min, product and sum rules. Abdolahi et al. [33] implemented a novel 

fusion method to combine iris and fingerprint at decision level. This method depended on 

Hamming distance, fuzzy logic and weighted code.  

Dehache and Souici-Meslati [34] proposed a multi-modal verification system using two traits: 

fingerprint and signature. They classified the single modes by neural multi-layer perception and 

fused their matching scores using the support vector machine approach. Meghanathan et al. [35] 

proposed an integration weight optimization technique to improve the performance of biometric 

models. This technique reduced the computational complexity and used a small number of 

training samples. They applied their technique using fingerprint and voice. The system used 

sum rule to fuse the scores and was tested using FVC2002 database for fingerprint and ELSDSR 

database for voice. Mohi-ud-Din et al. [36] presented a multi-modal system based on palmprint 

and fingerprint using two levels of fusion; feature level and score level. Directional energy-

based feature vectors were used to fuse feature vector for each module in one vector, while the 

sum and product rules were applied in score level fusion.  
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3. THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE PROPOSED MULTI-MODAL BIOMETRIC 

SYSTEM 

The proposed multi-modal system was implemented at score level fusion based on two models; 

fingerprint and hand geometry, as shown in Figure 4. The fingerprint was suggested for its 

strength and uniqueness, while hand geometry was suggested for its speed. The human body has 

various biometric traits; our focus was on hand, because different traits can be obtained from it 

using one sensor device, such as fingerprints, palm prints, vein patterns and hand geometry [23]. 

Hence, there will be no extra inconvenience to the user when using the system, while the 

accuracy of the system may be increased due to the addition of several features [37]. 

  

Figure 4. Overview of the proposed multi-modal biometric system. 

3.1 The First Modality: Fingerprint System 

Although very effective solutions are currently available, there is still need for improvement. In 

this work, the fingerprint system in our previous paper [9] is implemented; where the weighted 

feature matching algorithm was modified for more accurate results. Hence, the feature point 

weight table has been updated. The detailed steps of the proposed fingerprint system [9] is 

explained in the following subsections. 

3.1.1 Pre-processing 

When you take fingerprint images by a sensor device, this may result in several image qualities 

due to the noise in the environment. Therefore, the goal of pre-processing is improving 

fingerprint image quality and facilitating feature extraction [38]. The basic idea to enhance the 

image is taken from the classical Gabor filter technique [11]. It was used for contextual 

enhancement using local characteristics information on fingerprint; i.e., ridge orientation and 
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ridge frequency to correct ridge endings and bifurcation [39]-[40]. Figure 5 displays the pre-

processing steps in the proposed fingerprint system. 

 

 

Figure 5. Pre-processing steps in fingerprint system with an example. 

We propose to change the classic technique by applying an adaptive histogram equalization 

algorithm in the normalization step and adding a new step to filter the image using Fast Fourier 

Transform (FFT) filter. This filter will connect the broken ridges and fill the holes [39]. Image 

enhanced by FFT filter is used as an input for Gabor filter technique instead of using the 

normalized image, as it is more accurate and clear. In this way, we combine the advantages of 

the two filters to get an image with better quality. In addition, images are segmented in a good 

way. Figure 6 displays some results to clarify the difference between classic and proposed 

filters. 

In our system, the segmentation process will create two masks; the first one (Imask1) will be used 

to isolate the foreground region from the background region. The second mask (Imask2) which is 

smaller than Imask1 will play a role in the feature extraction process. Furthermore, in the last step, 

two thinning images were created using morphological thinning operation for the feature 

extraction process: 

1. Using binary image (IBinary) to create a thinned image (IThinned1), which is used to extract 

ridge ending points. 

2. Inverted binary image (~IBinary) was applied to create a second thinned image (IThinned2), 

which is used to locate the positions of the ridge bifurcation points. 
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Figure 6. Some results from pre-processing steps in the fingerprint system. 
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3.1.2 Feature Extraction 

After the fingerprint image is enhanced, fingerprint features represented in minutiae and ridge 

points can be extracted easily [20]. The combination between these points was suggested to give 

more information about the fingerprint that our proposed matching algorithm can use, especially 

if the image is corrupted or distorted. The proposed feature extraction method is applied to 

extract only one type of minutiae that is a ridge ending with its ridge point. Therefore, the 

method will be executed twice: first using (IThinned1) to extract a ridge ending and then using 

(IThinned2) to extract also a ridge ending, but its coordinates correspond to ridge bifurcation 

coordinates in (IThinned1).  

1. Exclusion of Ridge Pixels on the Border: Ridge pixels on the border can cause a large 

number of spurious minutiae of ridge ending type. To remove these pixels, the second mask 

(Imask2) produced in the segmentation step will be applied to eliminate every pixel that exists 

outside the mask. To do that, each ridge pixel (P) in the thinned image will be scanned by 

checking its coordinates with the mask as follows: 

𝑃(𝑥, 𝑦) = {
𝐾𝑒𝑒𝑝 𝑖𝑡,           𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑘2(𝑥, 𝑦) = 1.
𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒,            𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒.

 (1) 

 

2. Ridge Ending Extraction: Ridge ending will be extracted by scanning the eight-

neighbourhood pixels around P, then by calculating the summation (N) of these eight pixels. 

The pixel P is considered to be a ridge ending (M) if N = 1. Figure 7 illustrates the notion 

derived from crossing number method [16]. 

 

Figure 7. Extraction of ridge ending point. 

3. Ridge Point Extraction: An extra feature was extracted to get more accurate information 

about minutiae and ridge line shape, defined as ridge point (R). Figure 8 illustrates the 

concept [20] with a sample.  

4. In our system, extracting the ridge point R according to minutiae type is derived from the 

algorithm mentioned in [19], which is also used to validate the minutiae. This algorithm 

depends on the ridge shape, which means that if there is any deformation in the ridge shape, 

the minutiae will be ignored and deleted. Therefore, our focus was only on ridge ending 

point M, since it has only one branch which reduces the presence of ridge distortions.  

The proposed ridge point extraction method is summarized as follows: 

a. Create an initial image (L) with size (W×W) and fill it with pixels from IThinned which is 

centered by M and located in its (W×W) neighbourhood. 

b. Label each connected region in L. 

c. Count the number (C) of similar pixel values on the border, which is equal to the value 

of the center pixel M. 

d. In case (C=1), M is a true ridge ending and the pixel on the border is the ridge point (R). 

Otherwise, delete it as shown in Figure 9. 
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(a) The concept [20]. (b) An example of a fingerprint feature. 

  

Figure 8. Illustration of minutiae and ridge points. 

Ridge ending (red), bifurcation (green), minutiae point () and ridge point (). 

 

 
 True Feature: C = 1 False Feature: C = 2  

 

  

 

Figure 9. An example of ridge point extraction. 

 

All true feature points extracted will be saved in a set called feature point set (FPS) in the 

following arrangement: 

𝐹𝑃𝑆 =  

{
 
 

 
 (𝑀𝑥

1,𝑀𝑦
1, 𝑀𝜃

1, 𝑅𝑥
1, 𝑅𝑦

1 , 𝑅𝜃
1),

(𝑀𝑥
2,𝑀𝑦

2, 𝑀𝜃
2, 𝑅𝑥

2, 𝑅𝑦
2, 𝑅𝜃

2),
………

(𝑀𝑥
𝑛,𝑀𝑦

𝑛, 𝑀𝜃
𝑛, 𝑅𝑥

𝑛, 𝑅𝑦
𝑛, 𝑅𝜃

𝑛)}
 
 

 
 

. (2) 

Here, n is the number of minutiae in the set, M represents minutiae point, R is ridge point and (x, 

y, θ) are the point components; the coordinates and the orientation, respectively. 

Figure 10 displays an example of feature set FPS for (IThinned1) which consists of minutiae 

(ending and bifurcation) and their ridge points. FPS is a union between FPS1 in (IThinned1) and 

FPS2 in (IThinned2) of the same fingerprint. 

3.1.3 Feature Matching 

This step is used to determine whether two biometric traits are matched by comparing their 

extracted features and calculating the similarity score. Minutiae-based matching algorithms 

[21]-[22], [41]-[42] are commonly used in fingerprint systems. They basically depend on 

extracted minutiae information; the minutia coordinates (x, y) and the ridge orientation direction 

θ.  

In our system, a weighted feature matching algorithm was proposed and derived from the 

classic minutiae-based matching algorithm. It has a simple changing with two features: minutiae 

and ridge points. These will be stored in a feature point set (FPS) as stated in the previous 

subsection. This suggested FPS allows the combination between the two classical matching 

algorithms; minutiae-based and ridge-based algorithms. In this way, more information about 

extracted minutiae can be gathered in the partial fingerprint. The steps of the proposed matching 
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algorithm are as follows. 

 

First thinned image 

(Ending + Ridge Points) 

Second thinned image 

(Ending + Ridge Points) 

First thinned image 

(Minutiae + Ridge Points)  

 

Figure 10. An example of feature extraction in the fingerprint system. 

 

1. Registration: Registration is a process applied on two (FPS); template feature point set 

(FPST) and input feature point set (FPSI). The goal is to align and register them with respect 

to each other using an affine transform [43]. The steps to estimate the appropriate 

transformation parameters for accepted registration are as follows: 

a. Make a list of reference points (RP) in the origin using each minutia in FPS. 

b. Transform the original coordinate system of each point in (FP) whether it is minutia 

point M or ridge point R in FPS to a new one and update its field values with: 

(

𝑛𝑒𝑤_𝐹𝑃𝑥
𝑛𝑒𝑤_𝐹𝑃𝑦
𝑛𝑒𝑤_𝐹𝑃𝜃

) = (
𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑅𝑃𝜃) − 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑅𝑃𝜃) 0

𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑅𝑃𝜃)     𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑅𝑃𝜃) 0
0 0 1

) × (

𝐹𝑃𝑥 − 𝑅𝑃𝑥
𝐹𝑃𝑦 − 𝑅𝑃𝑦
𝐹𝑃𝜃 − 𝑅𝑃𝜃

). (3) 

c. Finally, pair the features to calculate the maximum number of matching pairs.  

Since the system does not know whether the two fingerprints are belonging to the same 

person, it performs the registration process using all RP in order to find best transformation. 

Figure 11 shows a registration of two different samples for the same fingerprint. 

2. Feature Pairing: After the registration process, two features are considered to be paired or 

matched if their point coordinates (x, y) and orientation (θ) are close enough to each other 

[43]-[44]. In our proposed algorithm, we just check the match of point coordinates without 

the orientation, since the direction minutiae will be specified by the ridge point. Moreover, 

the possibility of the existence of matching pair candidates is eliminated by using two 

tolerance boxes; one for each feature point. Figure 12 illustrates the idea. 

Any pairing feature inside the tolerance box is supposed to take the similarity value 1, while in 

case of un-matched feature, it will be 0. However, the matching pairs in our system were 

classified according to their component level and took a similarity value in the range [0, 1]. To 

find the feature similarity value, we do the following: 

a. Compute the Euclidean distance (Dist1) between minutiae pairs (MT, MI) and (Dist1) 

between ridge point pairs (RT, RI) using the general equation between two points (p, q): 

𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝑝, 𝑞) =  √ (𝑝𝑥 − 𝑞𝑥)
2 + (𝑝𝑦 − 𝑞𝑦)

2 . 
(4) 

 

b. Calculate the difference angles between (MT, MI) to get (Ang1) and between (RT, RI) to 

get (Ang2) using the general equation: 

𝐴𝑛𝑔(𝑝, 𝑞) = |𝑝𝜃 − 𝑞𝜃|. (5) 
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Template Image Input Image Rejected Registration Accepted Registration 

    

Figure 11. Registration of two samples for the same fingerprint. 

c. Associate a level value for each Dist and Ang according to a threshold: 

𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡   =  {
2, 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡 ≤ 𝑇ℎ1.
1, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒.

 
(6) 

𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙𝐴𝑛𝑔   =  {
2, 𝐴𝑛𝑔 ≤ 𝑇ℎ2.
1, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒.

 (7) 

d. Calculate a feature pair similarity using Table 2. The table shows that the components 

(Dist1, Ang1, Dist2 and Ang2) have different weights (CW) from high (4) to low (1). The 

algorithm depends on the minutiae points; therefore, it will have the higher weight. 

Furthermore, the coordinates will be with higher weight, because the orientation value 

depends on the location of the point. The steps to create the table are as follows: 

i. Find feature pair priority (Pr) through multiplying each component level by its 

weight, then sum the results.  

𝑃𝑟 =∑(𝐶𝐿𝑖  ×  𝐶𝑊𝑖)

4

𝑖=1

. (8) 

ii. Arrange Pr in ascending manner to get Feature Weight (FW). 

iii. Obtain feature pair similarity (FS) by normalizing FW to be in the range [0, 1]. 

𝐹𝑆𝑖 =
𝐹𝑊𝑖

16
  , 𝑖 = 1, 2, … , 16. (9) 

iv. In case multiple points exist inside tolerance boxes, higher FS will be chosen. In 

addition, if multiple points exist with same highest FS, maximum FW will be taken 

with minimum minutiae pair distance (Dist1). 

In this way, we can decide whether the matching feature has been affected during the 

registration process or not. Therefore, a weight and different similarity value were given to the 

matching feature according to its quality: high value for high quality and low value for low 

quality.  

Finally, we compute the matching similarity score of the two fingerprints (FPScore) within the 

range [0, 1] by the next traditional equation. 

𝐹𝑃𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = (∑𝐹𝑆𝑖

𝑚

𝑖=1

) 𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝑛𝑇, 𝑛𝐼)⁄ . (10) 

Here, m is the number of matching features, while nT and nI are the numbers of features in the 

template and input fingerprints, respectively. 
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3.2 The Second Modality: Hand Geometry System 

In this subsection, the proposed hand geometry system will be described in detail with all 

methods and algorithms that were applied. The proposed system could work on any image, 

whether it contains pegs or not, but the hand image must be separate fingers as shown in Figure 

4. The system passes through the following steps: 

3.2.1 Pre-processing 

The goal of pre-processing is to clean up any noise from the image and to make it appropriate 

and easy for the next step of extracting features as shown in Figure 13. 

 (a) Classic minutiae matching algorithm [43]. 

 
 Paired minutiae Unpaired minutiae 

(Outside the box) 

Unpaired minutiae 

(Unmatched angle) 

Unpaired minutiae 

(No pairing possible) 

 

(b) The proposed feature point matching algorithm 

 
 Paired feature 

(Both points) 

Unpaired feature 

(Ridge point) 

Unpaired feature 

(Minutia) 

Unpaired feature 

(Both points) 

 

Figure 12. Possibilities of feature matching in the fingerprint system. 

Minutiae point () and ridge point (). 

 

1. Convert to Grayscale Image: In our system, color images were used containing color pins to 

fix the suitable position of the hand. These pins are distorting hand borders and must be 

discarded. As is known, the color images are composed of three channels: red, green and 

blue. An arithmetic operation is performed with these different channels to transform the 

color image into a grayscale image. In our case, the green channel (IGreen) of the image is 

subtracted from the red one (IRed) using equation Error! Reference source not found.. In 

this way, the pins are removed from the image given a clear grayscale image IGray) of the 

hand. 

2. Binarization: This process is used to generate the binary image (IBinary), which means 

making the image with only two colors; black and white. To do that, first an appropriate 

global threshold value (th1) must be determined by applying Otsu method on the grayscale 

image. Then, each pixel in the grayscale image is compared with (th1) as shown in the next 

equation. 

𝐼𝐵𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑦(𝑥, 𝑦) = {
0,      𝐼𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑦(𝑥, 𝑦) < 𝑡ℎ1.

1,      𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒.
 (11) 

3. Segmentation: As shown in Figure 13, the hand image shows a part of the arm. Hence, it 

was necessary to apply segmentation process to remove the arm part regardless of its length. 

The main idea is to determine the centroid point (C) of the hand. In literature [27], the 

binary image is used to locate C. In our system, we decided to thin the binary image and get 

the hand structure to do that. In this way, the extracted centroid point is more accurate. The 

following steps will be implemented: 

a. Removing noise from the binary image by applying 2-D median filter. This filter is used 

to replace each pixel (P) in IBinary by the median of all pixel values inside a window with 
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size (W×W). The window is a copy of IBinary, so that its center pixel will be 

corresponding to P. 

Table 2. Feature point weight table in the fingerprint system. 

(Two feature levels with four point components; 24 = 16 possibilities) 

 
Minutia Ridge Point 

Pr FW FS Dist1 Ang1 Dist2 Ang2 

CW 4 3 2 1 

CL 

1 1 1 1 10 1 0.063 

1 1 1 2 11 2 0.125 

1 1 2 1 12 3 0.188 

1 1 2 2 13 4 0.250 

1 2 1 1 13 5 0.313 

1 2 1 2 14 6 0.375 

1 2 2 1 15 8 0.500 

1 2 2 2 16 10 0.625 

2 1 1 1 14 7 0.438 

2 1 1 2 15 9 0.563 

2 1 2 1 16 11 0.688 

2 1 2 2 17 12 0.750 

2 2 1 1 17 13 0.813 

2 2 1 2 18 14 0.875 

2 2 2 1 19 15 0.938 

2 2 2 2 20 16 1.000 

CW: Component weight, CL: Component level,  

Pr: Feature pair priority, FW: Feature Weight, FS: Feature pair similarity. 

 

 

 Original Image Grayscale Image Binary Image  

 

   

 

 Hand Structure Segmented Image Perimeter of Image  

 

   

 

 Figure 13. An example of pre-processing 

steps in the hand geometry system. 

 

 

b. Performing morphological operations for: 

i. Removing all small objects from the binary image using erosion operation. 

ii. Thinning the binary image to get hand structure (IThinned) using thin operation. 

c. Determining the centroid point (C) of the thinned image: 

i. Count the total number of white pixels (n) in IThinned. 

ii. Find the (x, y) coordinates of all white pixels. 

iii. Locate the centroid point using: 
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𝐶  =  𝐼𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑑(𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑥,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑦). (12) 

𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑥 =
1

𝑛
 ∑  𝑥𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=0

. (13) 

𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑦 =
1

𝑛
 ∑  𝑦𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=0

. (14) 

d. Determining the hand length (L) according to hand acquisition; in our case, it will be in 

the x-direction. Therefore, a suitable threshold value (th2) will be added to the x value of 

the centroid point (C). 

𝐿 =  𝐶𝑥 + 𝑡ℎ2. (15) 

e. Finally, Remove arm part and estimate the segmented image (ISegment) from the binary 

image. 

𝐼𝑆𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡(𝑥, 𝑦) = {
 𝐼𝐵𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑦(𝑥, 𝑦),       𝑥 < 𝐿.

0,                             𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒.
 (16) 

4. Hand Perimeter: A morphological operation was applied on the segmented image to create 

the perimeter image with hand boundary that is exactly one pixel thick [45]. The method 

works by executing erode operation on ISegment, then subtracting the resulting image from 

ISegment to get the perimeter image (IPerimeter). 

3.2.2 Feature Extraction 

From previous studies, we found that the number of extracted features differs from a system to 

another. In general, those features are often represented in distances of hand width, finger width 

and finger length at different points along the finger [37]. The features in hand geometry depend 

on the landmark points of the hand, which are denoted by peaks and valleys between adjacent 

fingers. As well, additional points could be extracted from basic landmark points, represented in 

the finger middle points. 

In our system, chain code algorithm [46] was applied to extract basic hand points from the 

perimeter image (IPerimeter) as Figure 14 displays. Then, the extracted hand points were used to 

estimate five distance features of hand width (blue lines, a) and five distance features of finger 

length (yellow lines, b), while using ten distance features of finger width (red lines, c) and 

(green lines, d). The basic equations that we need to extract the distance features are as follows: 

a. The Euclidean distance (Dist) between (p, q) by equation (4). 

b. The center point (C) coordinates of a line exist between (p, q): 

𝐶𝑥 = (𝑝𝑥 + 𝑞𝑥) / 2. (17) 

𝐶𝑦 = (𝑝𝑦 + 𝑞𝑦) / 2. (18) 

All twenty distance features extracted will be saved in a set known as the feature distance set 

(FDS): 

𝐹𝐷𝑆 =  {

𝑎1, 𝑎2, 𝑎3, 𝑎4, 𝑎5,
𝑏1, 𝑏2, 𝑏3, 𝑏4, 𝑏5,
𝑐1, 𝑐2, 𝑐3, 𝑐4, 𝑐5,
𝑑1, 𝑑2, 𝑑3, 𝑑4, 𝑑5

} = {𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡1 , 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡2, … , 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡20 }. (19) 

3.2.3 Feature Matching 

Feature matching determines the matching score of similarity between two hands; template 
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feature distance set (FDST) and input feature distance set (FDSI). In a hand geometry system, 

there is no need to align the hands, since the algorithm directly compares between distances.  

The classic method [28] for feature matching is based on a distance measure. This is done 

through computing the summation of absolute difference (diff_d) between each distance feature 

in FDST and its corresponding feature in FDSI: 

𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓_𝑑 =∑|𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖
𝑇 − 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖

𝐼|

𝑚

𝑖=1

. (20) 

 

 1. Hand Points 2. Hand Distances 3. Finger Distances  

 

   

 

 5 Finger peaks (p) 5 Hand width (a) 5 Finger length (b)  

10 Middle points (m)    5 Finger width1 (c) 

6 Finger valleys (v)    5 Finger width2 (d) 
 

Figure 14. Feature extraction in hand geometry system. 

Here, m is the number of features in the FDS. 

The perfect feature match can be obtained if the value of diff_d is equal to zero. diff_d increases 

whenever it is heading towards mismatches. Therefore, a certain threshold value is determined 

to decide the outcome of matching. In our system, a simple change in the classic method [47] 

was proposed to get better results. The steps of the proposed feature matching are:  

1. Classifying the features and taking the mean of the absolute difference for each of them: 

 Hand distance (a): 

𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓_𝑑1 =
1

6
 ∑|𝑎𝑖

𝑇 − 𝑎𝑖
𝐼|

6

𝑖=1

. (21) 

 Finger distances (b, c and d): 

𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓_𝑑𝑖+1 =
1

3
|(𝑏𝑖

𝑇 + 𝑐𝑖
𝑇 + 𝑑𝑖

𝑇) − (𝑏𝑖
𝐼 + 𝑐𝑖

𝐼 + 𝑑𝑖
𝐼)|, 𝑖 = 1, 2…5. (22) 

2. Determining an appropriate limit for feature pairing by applying two thresholds; th1 and th2, 

which are also used to give a weight for the feature pair called the feature level. 

𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓_𝑑   =  {
2,                      𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓_𝑑 ≤ 𝑇ℎ1.
1, 𝑇ℎ1 < 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓_𝑑 ≤ 𝑇ℎ2.
0,                            𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒.

 (23) 

3. Computing the matching similarity score of the two hands geometry (HGScore) in the range 

[0, 1] by obtaining distance feature pair similarity (DS) using the next two equations. 

𝐷𝑆  =
𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓_𝑑

2
. (24) 

𝐻𝐺𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =
1

𝑚
 ∑𝐷𝑆𝑖

𝑚

𝑖=1

. (25) 
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Here, m is the total number of DS of the hand and fingers, which is equal to 6.     

The goal of feature classification is to control the selected threshold values for each feature, 

which makes the classification more accurate. The mean of the features was taken in order to 

minimize the effect of any error which can occur when calculating distances. 

3.3 Proposed Multi-modal Biometric System 

Data fusion in multi-biometric systems is commonly applied to improve recognition 

performance. In our work, score level fusion was proposed to implement the proposed multi-

biometric system based on two models; fingerprint and hand geometry, as shown in Figure 4. 

3.3.1 Score Level Fusion 

To calculate the final score of the proposed multi-modal system, the score resulting from each 

single mode will be fused using rules like minimum (min), maximum (max), sum, … etc. [48]. 

The weighted sum rule was the adopted rule for fusion in our system. The expression of 

weighted sum rule to compute matching similarity score (FScore) of the multi-modal system is: 

𝐹𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =  
1

𝑚
 ∑𝑤𝑖. 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

= 
1

𝑚
( 𝑤1. 𝐹𝑃𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 +𝑤2. 𝐻𝐺𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒). 

(26) 

 

𝐹𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 
1

𝑚
( 𝑤1. 𝐹𝑃𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 +𝑤2. 𝐻𝐺𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒). (27) 

Here, m is the value used to normalize the score within the range [0, 1], n is the number of 

single systems which will be fused, w and Score are the weight and matching score of each 

single system, respectively. 

The value of m depends on the weight given to each module. In the traditional sum rule, the 

weight of all models will be equal, thus m will be equal to n. On the other hand, to estimate the 

weights in weighted sum rule, the classic method is used by obtaining the EER for each module 

and giving small weight to higher EER [31]. This method uses exhaustive search for all samples 

in the database and depends on the quality of stored samples. This leads to instability in the 

values assigned for each weight. 

We suggested to assign weights according to the degree of distinctiveness factor of the 

biometric trait as illustrated in Table 1. According to the table, the degree of the fingerprint is 

high and hand geometry is medium. Thus, we proposed to assign a weight value of w1=2 for 

fingerprint and w2=1 for hand geometry; which led to assign m with 3 in order to normalize the 

score between [0, 1]. In this way, we overcame the system dependability on the EER. 

3.3.2 Decision Making 

Decision making is the final step in the proposed system, which is used to make the final 

decision. It checks whether the input and template samples belong to the same person by 

comparing the similarity score estimated from fusion module using a suitable threshold value 

(Th) as: 

𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = {
𝐼𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑,               𝐹𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 ≥  𝑇ℎ.
𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑,             𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒.

  (28) 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

4.1 Performance Evaluation 

To build a robust biometric system, the effectiveness of the system and its level of error rates 
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must be measured. Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve is a common approach to 

evaluate system performance and calculate error rates [49]. ROC can be used to calculate Error 

Equal Rate (EER) which describes the point at which genuine and imposter error rates are equal. 

It shows the correlation between: False Match Rate (FMR) which is known as False Acceptance 

Rate (FAR) and False Non Match Rate (FNMR) also called False Rejection Rate (FRR) [50]. 

Our proposed system was designed and programmed using MATLAB language. The 

experiments were performed using several databases to measure the system performance. Each 

database contains 800 samples; 100 different persons and 8 samples for each one. Therefore, 

according to the database, the total number of impostor tests will be: (100×99×0.5) = 4950, 

while the total number of genuine tests performed is: (8×7×0.5) × 100 = 2800 [50]. The EER 

was calculated through finding FMR and FNMR on different thresholds. In addition, the time 

cost of two stages was calculated; enrollment stage which consist of pre-processing and feature 

extraction and matching stage. It takes the average of (4950+2800) = 7750 comparisons. 

4.2 Results of Fingerprint System 

The system was tested using five public databases known as Fingerprint Verification 

Competition (FVC) [50]-[51]. The results of the proposed fingerprint identification system of 

the five databases are presented in Table 3. The minimum EER is 2.83% at Th of 0.23 for 

FVC2002-DB1. The maximum EER is 11.76% at Th of 0.22 for FVC2004-DB2. This is due to 

the deformation of some images in this database. The performance of the proposed system 

provides reliable results compared with previous studies with an average EER of 8.86% and Th 

of 0.22. Table 4 presents time cost of the proposed system. The minimum time cost the of 

enrollment step is 2.82 sec for FVC2004-DB1, while that of the matching step is 0.79 sec for 

FVC2002-DB1. 

Table 3. Comparison between previous studies and the proposed fingerprint identification 

system on FVC databases. 
 

EER% 
Study 

[18] 

Study 

[44] 

Study 

[22] 

Study 

[21] 
Study [9] 

Proposed 

EER Th 

FVC2002-DB1 4.86 N/A 11.26 N/A 2.88 2.83 0.23 

FVC2004-DB1 19.49 12.0 N/A 22.81 11.31 11.16 0.20 

FVC2004-DB2 20.76 8.2 9.29 18.54 12.57 11.76 0.22 

FVC2004-DB3 13.95 5.0 N/A 9.0 9.23 8.93 0.21 

FVC2004-DB4 14.48 7.0 N/A 17.72 9.97 9.64 0.22 

Average 14.71 8.05 10.28 17.02 9.19 8.86 0.22 

 

Table 4. Time cost of the proposed fingerprint identification system on FVC databases. 
Time in 

seconds 

FVC2002-

DB1 

FVC2004-

DB1 

FVC2004-

DB2 

FVC2004-

DB3 

FVC2004-

DB4 

Average 

Enrollment 4.60 2.82 4.51 5.70 3.96 4.32 

Matching 0.79 2.58 3.62 13.23 1.08 4.26 

4.3 Results of Hand Geometry System 

The COEP palm print database was adopted to test the proposed hand geometry system. The 

database is a subsidiary of the College of Engineering, Pune-411005 (Autonomous Institute of 

Government of Maharashtra). It consists of a total of 1344 images pertaining to 168 persons 

with 8 different images of a single person. The images were captured using a digital camera 

with a quality resolution of 1600×1200 pixels [52].  

In our system, only 100 persons were selected from the hand geometry database, since the 

fingerprint database contains 100 persons. We renamed the hand geometry files to correspond to 

the fingerprint images. In this way, we can claim that the fingerprint and hand geometry belong 
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to the same person and we can use them in the proposed multi-modal system. The results of the 

proposed hand geometry system are displayed in Table 5 and compared against those of 

previous studies. We note that the results are mixed, because there are many variables in each 

study, including the size of the database, the number of samples, the algorithm used … and so 

on. In general, the proposed system gives good and reliable results with EER of 8.89% at Th of 

0.33. The time cost of the proposed system in the enrollment stage is 3.31 sec; while it takes 

about 2.5693e-004 sec in the matching stage. 

Table 5. Comparison between previous studies and the proposed hand geometry identification 

system. 

EER: FMR=FNMR Study [28] Study [29] Study [53]  Study [30] Proposed 

Database Size 50 108 120 140 100 

Samples 10 5 N/A N/A 8 

FMR% 
1.24 2.4 

11.4 
15.0 

8.89  

at Th = 0.33 FNMR% 10.4 

 

4.4 Results of Multi-modal Biometric System 

The proposed multi-modal biometric system depends on the single system databases. Since the 

fingerprint system used five databases and the hand geometry system used only one, the multi-

modal system was tested five times by repeating the hand geometry database for each 

fingerprint database as shown in Table 6.  

Table 6. Experimental results of multi-modal biometric system based on fingerprint and hand 

geometry at score level fusion using different rules. 

EER% Min Max 
Sum 

Rule 

Proposed Weighted Sum 

Rule 

EER Th 

FVC2002-DB1 with Coep 5.94 3.13 2.85 2.02 0.32 

FVC2004-DB1 with Coep 9.25 5.15 5.23 3.74 0.25 

FVC2004-DB2 with Coep 9.11 5.31 5.18 3.95 0.26 

FVC2004-DB3 with Coep 7.49 5.29 5.14 3.59 0.25 

FVC2004-DB4 with Coep 8.77 4.69 4.19 3.06 0.28 

The Average 8.11 4.71 4.52 3.27 0.27 

 

Table 7. Comparison between previous studies and the proposed multi-modal system. 
EER: FMR=FNMR Study [32] Study [33] Study [34] Study [54] Proposed 

Traits used 

Hand 

geometry 

Palmprint 

Fingerprint 

Iris 

Fingerprint 

Signature 

Face 

Speech 

Signature 

Fingerprint 

Hand 

geometry 

Database Size 230 N/A 110 30 100 

Samples 5 N/A N/A 24 8 

FMR% 
1.8 2 

3.80 
~ 5% 

2.02 ~ 3.95 

= 3.27 FNMR% 3.55 

 

In order to illustrate the effect of the suggested rule on the EER results of the multi-modal 

system, different score level fusion rules were applied. Table 6 shows that the results were worst 

when the system used min rule with average EER of 8.11%, while the system gives best results 

when using the proposed weighted sum rule. It achieves an average EER of 3.27%. 

Furthermore, Table 7 displays some results from previous studies to compare with the proposed 

multi-modal system. We found that the results are close and the EER values are low in all 

studies, despite the different characteristics used in each study and the different sizes of the 
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databases used. The minimum EER is 1.8% in [32] and the maximum EER is 5% in [54]. This 

indicates that the multimodal biometric system generally gives good results.  

Finally, Figure 15 presents the three proposed biometric systems; fingerprint, hand geometry 

and multi-modal systems. The results illustrate that using the multi-modal system will improve 

the overall accuracy of the system and give more reliable results compared to the single 

systems. The experimental results showed that the average EER of the multi-modal system was 

3.27%, while the fingerprint system and hand geometry system achieved an average EER of 

8.86% and 8.89%, respectively. 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this work, we present a multi-modal biometric system framework that utilizes two biometric 

models; fingerprint and hand geometry model. These models are fused at the score level using 

weighted sum rule. Several algorithms and techniques were applied at each step in the system to 

improve recognition rates. The main contribution in the biometric field was through the 

implementation of the proposed matching algorithm which is based on the weighted feature for 

all three systems: fingerprint, hand geometry and multi-modal systems.  

In addition to the matching algorithm, we enhanced the fingerprint by modifying Gabor filter 

algorithm and extracted extra points called ridge points beside the minutiae, in order to increase 

the information from each sample. In the hand geometry system, twenty distance features were 

extracted by chain code algorithm which were reduced to six features by classifying them into 

hand features and finger features. Finally, the multi-modal biometric system was experimentally 

tested using FVC and COEP databases that are not previously fused together according to the 

literature review. We tested the system using different traditional fusion rules, like min, max 

and sum rules, in addition to the proposed weighted sum rule to see which rule offers the best 

results. 

In our experiments, it was observed that the use of the proposed matching algorithm with other 

proposed techniques resulted in improving the performance of each system. Especially, 

fingerprint module used five public FVC databases which have been created for international 

competition and contain a large number of low quality fingerprint samples. On the other hand, 

the COEP database of hand geometry included acceptable samples. Nevertheless, the EER in 

the hand geometry system is considered high compared to that in the fingerprint system. 

Furthermore, the use of multiple biometrics and fusing them at the score level led to increase the 

performance compared to separate individual biometric systems. The experimental results 

showed that the average EER of the multi-modal system between fingerprint and hand geometry 

was 3.27%, while the fingerprint system achieved an average EER of 8.86% for all five FVC 

databases and the hand geometry system achieved an EER of 8.89% for COEP database. These 

results showed a significant improvement in the multi-modal biometric system by nearly 5.61%. 

For future investigation, researchers can try to enhance the performance of multi-modal 

biometric systems by introducing the idea of matching algorithm based on weighted features 

with other enhanced techniques. Also, they can apply it including other biometric traits to create 

a multi-modal system with more than two models. 
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(a) FVC2002-DB1 with Coep 

 
(b) FVC2004-DB1 with Coep (c) FVC2004-DB2 with Coep 

  
(d) FVC2004-DB3 with Coep (e) FVC2004-DB4 with Coep 

  
Figure 15. ROC curves of the comparison between the proposed systems: 

fingerprint, hand geometry and multi-modal systems. 
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 ملخص البحث: 

 Multi-modal Biometricنظي   ي يررترم رتديال لون يي      ةترحني  صميي   ل ،هيه  لورقةي  في 

System  ي ستخال  وغ )MATLAB صيع  ههناسي  لو يا  : يم   للإت نيارج ي ن صفت ن ي ررتري

( رين لاي   Matching Score Levelلونظ   لو قتير  سيري يميارج في  ررحري  لقمي  لو ) يقي   

صيي  للاتعيي ق نظيي   لوعميي     ( لو داوّيي Weighted Sum Ruleص)ع ييق ة ةيياج لوا يي  لو يير ه   

ع  ني ت لول  ة ةاج ( هللاتع ق نظ   هناس  لو ا ي ستخاFVCي ستخال  لا س ةرلةا ي  ن ت ردرهف  يـ  

لالاتع ق لونظ   لوع ررترم رتدال لون     ة ن  يارج كي  ة ةياج رين  ،هي وت و   (COEPلو درهف  يـ  

في  لونظي    ل  كع ير    ةرلةا ي  ن ت لوعم   ر  ة ةاج ي  ن ت لو ا  هةيا ظهريرت لونتي اج لوتاريع ي  ص  ين

 (EER)يرييم رترسيي  فيي  حيي ن  ،%3.27( ي يي هم EERلوع ييررترم رتدييال لون يي    ريي  رترسيي   

     هنظ   هناس  لو ا، ةرى لوترلوونظ   لوعم  %8.89ه  8.86%
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ABSTRACT 

 Preparing course timetables for universities is a search problem with many constraints. Exhaustive 

search techniques in theory can be used to develop course timetables for academic departments, but 

unfortunately these techniques are computation intensive, since the search space is very large and 

therefore are impractical. In this paper, Genetic Algorithms (GA’s) are utilized to build an automated 

course timetable system. The system is designed for any academic department. The proposed timetabling 

system requires minimal effort from the administration staff to prepare the course timetable. Moreover, 

the prepared course timetable considers faculties’ desires, students' needs and available resources, such 

as classrooms and laboratories with optimal utilization.  

The proposed timetabling process was divided into three stages. The first stage is the data collection 

stage. In this stage, the administrative staff; usually the head of the department, is responsible for 

preparing the required data, such as the names of the faculty personnel and their desires of courses and 

laboratories ordered with some priority scheme. Number and type of theoretical and practical courses 

are also fed to the system based on some statistics about student numbers and previous course timetable 

history. The system is also fed with number of lecture rooms allocated for the department and number of 

labs with information about theoretical courses they are able to serve. In the second stage, the program 

generates an initial set of suggested schedules (chromosomes). Each chromosome represents a solution to 

the problem, but usually is not satisfactory. Finally, the proposed timetabling system starts the search for 

a good solution that satisfies best interests of the department according to a cost function. GA is applied 

in search for a satisfactory course timetable based on a pre-defined criterion. The system has been 

developed and tested utilizing benchmarked datasets developed by an international timetabling 

competition (ITC2007) and for the Computer Engineering Department at Yarmouk University. In both 

cases, the algorithm showed very satisfactory results. 

KEYWORDS 

Courses timetable problem, Courses timetable generation, Genetic algorithm, Chromosome generation, 

Parents selection algorithm, Crossover, Mutation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The head of an academic department in any university is usually responsible for preparing a 

course timetable every semester. Preparing course timetables is a time-consuming task which 

academic colleges face. Course timetabling is not only formulating a timetable for courses, but 

also has to be performed based on many constraints, such as classroom availability and capacity, 

interference between rooms and courses and conflicts between courses and instructors. Very 

early in 1999, class timetabling at Sirindhon International Institute of Technology has been 
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tackled based on the mentioned constraints. A cost function was defined for each one to utilize 

the existing facilities and resources effectively [1]. 

Generally, course timetabling in many universities is prepared manually based on administration 

experience. The administrator should consider all available facilities and resources, such as 

courses, instructors, rooms and laboratories. Moreover, the instructors’ time and time of course 

sections are important constraints to handle. Therefore, based on all the mentioned constraints, 

course timetabling is a very exhaustive and time-consuming task.  

Course timetabling is one of the Nondeterministic Polynomial-time (NP) hard problems [1], 

[12], [23]-[25]. Heuristic search algorithms are usually used in most of these problems to find a 

near-optimal solution. Nevertheless, this only works for simple cases. For more complex inputs 

and requirements, obtaining a considerably good solution can take long time and effort [2]-[3], 

[26]-[27].  

Genetic algorithms (GA's) are a class of non-traditional techniques which can handle complex 

and large search spaces to a certain extent in problem solving [4]-[6], [14]-[16]. In some GA 

approaches, the search space is divided into subspaces to increase the probability of having good 

chromosomes in the initial population. This technique increases the chances of finding a near-

optimal solution resulting usually in a reduction of computation time [17]-[20]. In the following 

sections, we propose an automated course timetabling system using genetic algorithms. 

Preparing course timetables for academic departments usually utilizes different approaches, 

such as tabu search, simulated annealing and fuzzy logic [7]-[8], [21]. A combined approach 

including GA and Hill Climbing has been also introduced to prepare course timetables for 

academic departments [9]. Another combined approach has also been presented for solving 

timetabling problem using honey-bee mating optimization algorithm [10]. In [11], an 

evolutionary approach to solve university course timetabling problems has been introduced.  

Wren [22] defines timetabling as follows: “Timetabling is the allocation, subject to constraints, 

of given resources to objects being placed in space time, in such a way as to satisfy as nearly as 

possible a set of desirable objectives’’. Lü et al. [28] developed a timetabling algorithm based 

on tabu search. Bonutti et al. developed a curriculum-based course timetabling for universities. 

The best known solutions have been discussed and compared [29]. Muller, the winner of the 

International Timetabling Competition 2007, introduced his algorithm based on hill climbing 

and great deluge technique.  

In the course timetabling problem, an optimal solution is defined as the best utilization of 

available expertise, resources and time for best delivered services. The best utilization is defined 

under a set of constraints. The constraints are divided into hard and soft constraints. In this 

paper, the soft and hard constraints used are those related to time, room, instructors and courses. 

Also, some of the constraints are defined based on type of room (availability of a data show for 

example), instructor rank and type of course (theoretical or practical). All these constraints have 

been considered in the proposed algorithm to develop a satisfactory course timetable with 

minimal effort. Moreover, the proposed algorithm generates a course timetable that satisfies all 

hard constraints.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows:  In section 2, course timetabling using genetic 

algorithms is discussed. In section 3, automated timetabling using GA’s is described. In Section 

4, the implementation and experimental results are illustrated for the proposed course 

timetabling using GA’s. Finally, conclusions are presented in section 5. 

2. COURSE TIMETABLING USING GENETIC ALGORITHMS  

Course timetable is a table which contains information about courses offered for students to 

register in. Course timetabling is one of the major time-consuming tasks performed frequently 
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by heads of academic departments. The inputs for the process for preparing a course timetable 

can be formulated as follows: 

1- Set of courses (Co) and number of offered sessions for each course, such that Co = {(c1, 

s1, ct1,sz1), (c2,s2, ct2,sz2)…., (cn,sn,ctn,szn)}, where ci is the ith course, si is the number of 

sessions for course ci, cti is the course type and szi is the number of students. Course 

type has two values; representing theoretical or practical. 

2- Set of instructors (Ins), such that Ins= {(I1, L1), (I2, L2),….,(Im, Lm)}, where Ii is 

instructor i and Li is the load of instructor i. 

3- Set of lecture rooms and laboratories (R), such that R = {(r1, t1), …. , (rs, ts)}, where ri 

is room number I and ti is the room type. Room type has two values; representing 

lecture room or laboratory room. 

4- Set of time slots (TS), such that TS= {(d1, s1), ….. (dn,Sn)}, where di is the day group 

selection and Si is the ith slot of time from the selected day group. In universities, the 

week days are divided into two groups. For example, the first group includes Sunday, 

Tuesday and Thursday, whereas the second group includes Monday and Wednesday. 

Moreover, the first group is divided into time slots, such that each slot is 60 minutes, 

and the second group is divided into time slots, where the slot is 90 minutes. University 

departments offer their courses on a daily basis. For example, the course may be offered 

on Sunday, Tuesday and Thursday from 8:00AM to 9:00AM or on Monday and 

Wednesday from 8:00AM to 9:30AM for the entire semester. 

Based on the inputs, the task is to prepare course timetabling that satisfies all hard 

constraints and most possible soft constraints. The hard constraints are: 

H1- Scheduling all courses listed in Co list. 

H2-  Assigning an instructor to each course and satisfying instructors load according to 

Ins set. 

H3- Assigning a lecture room to each course and satisfying room type according to Co 

list, where practical courses must be in a laboratory room. 

H4- Sessions of the same course should not be in the same time slot. 

H5- The lecture room size must be greater than the number of students in the Co set. 

H6- An instructor must not have more than one lecture in the same time slot. 

The soft constraints are: 

S1-   Room capacity to expected attending students. To satisfy this constraint, the ratio of 

the number of students in Co list to room size must be more than 0.85.  

S2- Room utilization. It is expected to utilize lecture room all the time. To satisfy this 

constraint, the ratio of the utilization time to the total room time must be more than 

0.90. 

S3- Instructor preferable courses. This constraint is satisfied if the assigned course to an 

instructor is one of the preferred courses of this instructor. 

S4- Instructor preferable lecturing time slots and not preferable time slots. This constraint 

is satisfied if the assigned course time to an instructor is one of the preferred time 

slots of this instructor.  

S5- Instructor teaching experience. It is preferred to assign a course to an instructor who 

taught it. This constraint is satisfied if the course assigned to an instructor has been 

previously 

taught by this instructor. 

S6- Instructor timetable compactness. This constraint measures the distribution of 

instructor timetable. To satisfy this constraint, first, instructor timetable should not 

include more than two adjacent lectures and the waiting time between lectures should 

not be more than one time slot.  
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The process of preparing a course timetable considers the inputs, such that the resulting course 

timetable must satisfy all hard constraints and all possible soft constraints. Therefore, the 

process of preparing a course timetable is not a straight forward process and the solution is not 

unique. Moreover, preparing a course timetable is very costly in terms of time and effort if it’s 

prepared manually. Preparing a course timetable automatically using intelligent algorithms has 

been investigated as mentioned earlier in the introduction section. 

Genetic algorithms are one of the methods that reduce computation cost in comparison with 

other artificial intelligence approaches, such as heuristic search tree, particularly for hard or 

complex problems like preparing courses timetables. GA’s clone biological evolution and 

consist of simple steps that go through several iterations (generations) until a satisfactory 

solution is reached.  For course timetabling system, a satisfactory solution is one that satisfies 

all hard constraints and as much as possible of soft constraints. For example, the load for an 

instructor of the rank assistant or associated professor should not exceed 12 credit hours, while 

it is 9 credit hours for a full professor. This is a hard constraint; however, the desire of a certain 

instructor of having his courses after 10 O’clock is a soft constraint that is good to satisfy, but is 

not necessary. Assuming that the problem has an optimal solution, achieving 100% satisfactions 

for all constraints (optimal) is computationally very costly.  

In GA’s, a solution is represented as a chromosome. Population is a set of chromosomes that 

represent the solution subspace. New generations of chromosomes are generated through two 

basic genetic operations: crossover and mutation. In crossover, two genes, where a gene is a part 

of a chromosome, containing a part of the solution, are swapped between the mated pair of 

chromosomes. The new chromosome would be considered as an accepted, not accepted or 

satisfactory solution [9]. In mutation, a gene is completely changed randomly for the selected 

chromosomes. Crossover occurs much more frequently than mutation. GA’s assume that the 

new generations of chromosomes will have better qualities than their ancestors. The process of 

crossover and mutation is repeated until a near-optimal solution for the problem in hand is 

reached [10]. 

GA’s have many features that make them in some occasions the best problem solving method. 

GA’s can be used in problems where the search space is usually large and complex when 

traditional methods  need long time and high computation systems [13]. Furthermore, GA’s are 

considered as intelligent systems, where the knowledge is built based on last best knowledge 

until a satisfactory solution is reached. This means that GA’s do not require generating the full 

search space.  

GA’s have a parallel nature in which parallelism can be explored and used making it possible to 

speed up the calculations. To identify a near-optimal solution, each chromosome in the 

population has a fitness value. The fitness value for a chromosome defines how much it is close 

to the optimal solution. Genetic processing is applied to improve the fitness value of new 

generations of chromosomes. If near-optimal solution is not found after a reasonable number of 

search iterations, then the process is started all over again with a new set of chromosomes. 

Hopefully, the new running chromosomes will lead to the required near-optimal solution. 

3. AUTOMATED COURSE TIMETABLING SYSTEM USING GENETIC 

ALGORITHM 

The proposed algorithm for course timetabling utilizes genetic algorithms to generate a near- 

optimal course timetabling in a relatively short period of time and with a little effort from the 

administrator side. Figure 1 illustrates the proposed algorithm for course timetabling system 

utilizing GA’s. The final schedule is achieved if the solution satisfies all predefined hard 

constraints. The main loop of search includes genetic operations, which include mutation and 

crossover.  
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According to Figure 1, the timetabling is divided into two stages. The first stage includes 

chromosome generation and population initialization. This stage starts after collecting data and 

constraints from administrators who are responsible to prepare the course timetable. The second 

stage includes the process of applying genetic operations, which are crossover and mutation of 

selected chromosomes. Each chromosome represents a solution to the problem (course 

timetable), but usually is not optimal. In this stage, we select chromosomes called parents to 

apply genetic operations. Operations will generate new chromosomes that have properties better 

than their parents. The generated chromosomes will be added to the population. The new 

population is evaluated to check if one of the chromosomes achieved the targeted goal.  

3.1 Chromosome Generation and Population Initialization 

In this subsection, we discuss the first stage that handles the generation of chromosomes and 

adding them to the population. The generated chromosomes are generated randomly. Each gene 

is selected randomly from the gene pool. The following steps explain how to generate a 

chromosome. 

a. The course sessions that must be offered by the department are determined by the 

department administration and considered as an input list for the population 

initialization process. The set of courses is included in the Co set.   

b. The chromosome genes are course genes, instructors’ genes, days and time of lectures 

and lecture room or laboratory room.  

c. Select session gene from the input list randomly and assign this value to a 

chromosome; if the input list is empty, go to step h.  

d. Complete the remaining genes for this chromosome part. For example, select 

randomly an instructor from the instructor pool, a time from the time pool and a 

lecture room from the halls’ pool. The process is accomplished for every gene in the 

chromosome.  

e. For the generated chromosome part, check if the course is a laboratory one, then 

reselect the hall from the laboratory halls’ pool.  

f. After considering all items of the input list, the obtained chromosome represents an 

initial solution. Add this chromosome to the initial population and reload the input 

list. 

g. Repeat steps c to f N times, where N is the number of chromosome in the population.  

h. End of population initialization. 

The result of population initialization is a set of solutions. The near-optimal solution which we 

are searching for is most probably not one of the initial generations. Therefore, the fitness value 

is computed using the proposed fitness function for each chromosome generated during the 

population initialization process. 

3.2 Fitness Functions  

The fitness function is computed and evaluated for every chromosome in the population. The 

fitness is measured through quantifying constraints. The constraints are divided into two groups; 

hard constraints and soft constraints. A hard constraint is a constraint that makes the course 

timetable invalid if not satisfied by the solution. For example, an instructor is assigned to teach 

two courses at the same time. Thus, for a valid course timetable, all hard constraints must be 

achieved. A soft constraint is one that is strongly recommended to satisfy, but does not make the 

solution invalid if not satisfied. For example, some instructors prefer to have their lectures early, 

while others prefer to have them at late times. A satisfied constraint is a constraint that will have 

a positive value (+2) on the fitness function and an unsatisfied one will have a negative value (-

2). However, a satisfied soft constraint will have also a positive contribution (+1) on the fitness, 

while an unsatisfied one will have a zero effect on the fitness function (see Equations 1 and 2). 
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For hard constraints:  

𝐻𝐶𝑖 = {
0.   𝑖𝑓 ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑖 𝑖𝑠 𝑎𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑

 2.  𝑖𝑓 ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑖 𝑖𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑎𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑
 (1) 

Figure 1. The proposed system for preparing a course timetable using GA’s. 

For soft constraints, (SCi) is calculated as follows: 

𝑆𝐶𝑖 = {
0.   𝑖𝑓 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡  𝑖 𝑖𝑠 𝑎𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑

     1.  𝑖𝑓 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡  𝑖 𝑖𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑎𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑
 (2) 

The fitness function will include all constraints. Thus, the fitness function is computed for a 

certain chromosome x as follows:  

𝐹(𝑥) =  ∑ 𝐻𝐶𝑖

𝐿

𝑖=1

+ ∑ 𝑆𝐶𝑖

𝑀

𝑖=1

 (3) 

where L is the number of hard constraints and M is the number of soft constraints. This fitness 

function ranges from 0 to (2N+M). According to Equation (3), the chromosome with a fitness 

value equal to zero is a chromosome that stratified all constraints. Thus, the ultimate goal for 

our algorithm is to obtain a chromosome with a fitness value equal to zero. However, finding 
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such a chromosome is not guaranteed by GA’s and if possible will usually be computationally 

very costly. Thus, we defined the following condition, which we named GOAL in the proposed 

algorithm, to stop the search loop as follows: 

𝐺𝑂𝐴𝐿 =  {
𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒.   𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑛𝑦 𝑥. 𝑖𝑓 𝐹(𝑥) < 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑. 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐻𝐶(𝑥) = 2𝐿

𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒.     𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑧𝑒                                                  
 (4) 

The value of HC(x) = 2L if all constraints are achieved. 

3.3 Chromosome Selection 

After N chromosomes are added to the initial population, the fitness function is calculated for 

each candidate in the population. Most likely, there is no chromosome in the initial population 

which satisfies the GOAL; therefore, a process of genetic operations will be applied on the set of 

solutions called parents. Two chromosomes will be mated together to produce new 

chromosomes. The selection of these two chromosomes is dynamic and depends on the fitness 

value for each chromosome. The probability of selecting a chromosome to be a parent depends 

on its fitness value. The probability value for selecting a chromosome (x) is defined as:                       

𝑝(𝑥) = 1 −  
𝐹(𝑥)

∑ 𝐹(𝑖)𝑁
𝑖=1

 (5) 

where N is the number of chromosomes in the population and F(x) is the fitness of the 

chromosome. According to Equation 5, the chromosome with a higher fitness value has a better 

chance to be chosen for mating operations. 

After selecting parents, the genetic operators are applied. From each operation, new 

chromosomes are generated and the fitness values for these chromosomes are computed for the 

next iteration.  

3.4 Applying Genetic Algorithms Operation (Mutation and Crossover)  

Genetic algorithms have two types of operation: crossover (mating) and mutation. Chromosome 

mating operation is usually accomplished utilizing a pair of chromosomes that are selected as 

parents by chromosome selection process. The crossover operation includes the exchanges of 

instructor, classroom, course or time genes in a random manner. The result of the mating 

operation is two new chromosomes that would have the good properties of their parents. The 

fitness function is computed for the new chromosomes. If the fitness values for the new 

chromosomes are greater than those of their parents, these new chromosomes are added to the 

population. Otherwise, they are discarded and the process is repeated. 

The mutation is the process of changing a gene in parent chromosome with a new gene. In the 

proposed algorithm, the mutation is accomplished as follows: 

1- Select a chromosome from the population as a parent one. 

2- Randomly, select which gene is to be replaced. The targeted genes are course, 

instructor, classroom or time slot.  

3- Select randomly a new gene from the gene pool. The selected gene type must be 

similar to that of the one selected in step 2. For example, if we decided to replace 

an instructor gene, then the pool will be the instructors’ pool in the department. 

4- Replace the new gene with the old one. 

5- Calculate the fitness function for the new chromosome. If the fitness value for the 

new one is better than that of the parent, then add the new chromosome to the 

population. Otherwise, discard the new chromosome and repeat the process. 

The mutation process is applied every while or when crossover operation does not achieve an 

improvement. Thus, the probability of applying mutation is increased with respect to number of 
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unsuccessful crossover operations and with respect to the difference between the best fitness 

values for the population before crossover and the fitness values for the population after 

crossover operation. The implementation of randomly applying mutation is achieved through 

defining a mutation counter. The value of the counter is initially zero and every time the 

crossover failed to improve the fitness value, this counter is incremented by one. Then, at the 

end of every loop, we randomly generate an integer between 0 and 10000. If the generated 

number is less than the mutation counter, we apply the mutation process and reset the mutation 

counter.  

4.  PROPOSED ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 

The proposed algorithm for developing course timetables for academic departments using 

genetic algorithms is implemented using Microsoft Visual Studio. We utilized C# language to 

develop the application which generates the course timetable. The users for this application 

include the head of the department and the department instructors. The head of the department 

(HOD) interacts with the application using a Windows Application. HOD inserts the list of 

courses and their attributes, list of instructors, as well as list of resources such as lecture rooms 

and laboratories, list of hard constraints and list of soft constraints. Then, instructors interact 

with the application through a web application. The instructors insert their soft constraints. 

Finally, the HOD approves the constraints of the instructors and initiates the process of 

generating the course timetable.   

The developed application was tested and verified for the Department of Computer Engineering 

at Yarmouk University. HOD inserted lists of 45 courses, 13 laboratories and number of section 

to be offered for every course and laboratory. Then, every instructor inserted preferred courses 

as well as preferred and not preferred time slots. Also, each instructor inserted a set of 

previously taught courses.  

The second phase of generating the course timetable was started through initiating the second 

stage of the algorithm. The system generates 30 chromosomes. It took 33 seconds to generate 

the initial population. This experiment was conducted utilizing Intel Pentium i3 CPU and 4 GB 

memory. The next step was applying genetic operations according to the proposed algorithm. 

Table 1 shows a sample output of applying mutation and crossover operations. The first row of 

Table 1 shows that the processed crossover operation at iteration 10079 has two parents with 18 

and 35 fitness values. The new chromosome has a fitness value of 42, which is better than the 

parents’ value. Thus, this chromosome is added to the population. The second row of Table 1 

shows the process of crossover at iteration number 10210. The new chromosome has a fitness 

value equal to 22, which is less than its parents’ values. Thus, the new chromosome is ignored 

and the process is restarted. The mutation operation is applied in iteration number 1209. The 

new chromosome fitness value is equal to 41, which is better than its parents’ fitness values. 

Therefore, this chromosome is added to the population.  

The implemented algorithm generated a course timetable for the Department of Computer 

Engineering at Yarmouk University. The best course timetable was generated after more than 

32000 iterations. The generated course timetable was distributed to the instructors and they 

were asked to evaluate it. The evaluation was 9.56 out of 10. This evaluation shows a high 

degree of satisfaction among the instructors and the department administration. For the purpose 

of validating the proposed system with other timetabling approaches, we modified our system to 

read the input from text file. The file contains a dataset for curriculum-based course timetabling 

prepared by international timetabling competition [29]-[30]. The dataset has information about 

offered courses, rooms, curricula and unavailability constraints. Moreover, we have modified 

the scheduling process in our proposed system to consider courses have minimum working 

days. In our original proposed system, all offered courses span over one semester. Moreover, in 

the original proposed system, the instructor can be selected from a pool. Thus, the preference of 
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lecturers to teach a course is considered as soft constraint, while the selection of a lecturer from 

the pool is a hard constraint.  

Table 1. Sample output for crossover and mutation operation.  

GA's Operation  Chromosome Situation Operation Fit Value  

Crossover  Chromosome accepted  Iteration = 10079 

F(1)= 18, F(11)= 35 

F(Pc)= 42  

Crossover  Chromosome not accepted  Iteration = 10210 

F(1)= 17 , F(11)= 26 

F(Pc)= 22 

Mutation  Chromosome accepted Iteration = 1209 

F(8)= 24 , F(Pc) = 41  

Table 2. Obtained minimum number of satisfied soft constraints of the proposed system for five 

datasets and comparison with other algorithms.  

Dataset Proposed system Lü et al. [28] Bonutti et al. [29] Muller [30] 

comp01 4 4 5 5 

comp02 20 22 75 43 

comp03 34 41 93 72 

comp04 21 19 45 35 

comp05 203 224 326 298 

comp06 18 25 62 41 

comp07 6 4 38 14 

After the modification of the proposed system to comply with all requirements of the 

international timetabling competition, we downloaded 5 datasets from the international 

timetabling competition website and computed the number of violated hard constraints and soft 

constraints for each dataset. The scheduling process is stopped based on timeout condition 

according to ITC-2007 competition [30].  Because the scheduling algorithm is stopped based on 

timeout condition, the process may have different results for different runs. Thus, we applied the 

proposed algorithm fifty times and considered the best results. Table 2 summarizes the obtained 

results and the results of the other scheduling algorithms that utilized the same dataset. 

According to Table 2, the proposed algorithm outperforms other approaches on most listed 

datasets. 

5.   CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we proposed a new approach to generate course timetables for academic 

departments at universities. The proposed approach utilizes Genetic Algorithms to develop 

course timetables. The proposed approach is divided into three stages. The first stage is 

inputting the course list and number of sections in each one, instructors and their constraints, 

rooms available, hard and soft constraints for rooms and lab resources. The second stage 

generates a set of initial solutions (chromosomes) randomly called initial population. In the third 

stage, the initial solutions are subjected to GA operations (crossover and mutation) repeatedly 
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until a near-optimal solution is reached that achieves a predefined (threshold) fitness function. 

The closer to zero, the better is the solution.  

The fitness function was computed for each solution. The value of the fitness function indicates 

the goodness of the solution. After that, genetic operators which are crossover and mutation, 

were applied. The goal of applying these operators is to obtain new solutions with better fitness 

values. As a feature in genetic algorithm, crossover is applied more frequently than mutation. 

Applying genetic operators was repeated until we obtained a satisfying solution according to an 

instructors’ satisfaction questionnaire. The proposed algorithm was implemented and utilized to 

generate a course timetable for the Department of Computer Engineering at Yarmouk 

University. An evaluation process of the generated course timetable among instructors was 

found to be very satisfactory. Moreover, we modified our code to read inputs from text file 

formatted according to benchmarked datasets. Then, we tested the proposed algorithm utilizing 

seven benchmarked datasets. The results of our algorithm outperformed other methods in most 

datasets. 
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 ملخص البحث:

 إنّ إعداد جداول المحاضرات في الجامعات مسألة بحثية تنطوي على العديد من  المحنددّاتو واننا 

تقنيات يمك  استخدامها م  الناحية النظرينة من  لجنع إعنداد جنداول المحاضنرات الخاقنة با  سنا  

ا كاديمية، إلا لنها لسوء الحظ تحتاج النى الكثينر من  الحسنابات  ن حينح الاحن  واسن، جنداّ ، وان ا 

انناء نظنا  يلني يجعع تلك التقنيات غير عمليةو في ا ه الور ة، يتم استخدا  الخوارزمينات الورايينة ل

لإعداد جداول المحاضراتو وان ا النظنا  مّنمّم بحين  ي أينم ليّ  سنم لكناديميو ولا يتطلن  النظنا  

المقترح سوى القليع م  الجهد م  جان  الطا م الإداري لإعداد الجدول المطلوبو م  جهة لخنرى، 

الطلاننة والمننوارد  يراعنني الجنندول المعنندّ بهنن ه الطريقننة رغاننات لعدنناء ايتننة التنندري  واحتياجننات

 المتاحة مثع الغرف الّفية والمختارات بفاعلية مثاليةو

و ننند تنننم تطنننوير النظنننا  واختاننناره باسنننتخدا  مجموعنننات بياننننات مرجعينننة عالمينننة لإعنننداد جنننداول 

المحاضرات، وط اقّ النظا  على  سم اندسة الحاسوب في جامعة اليرمو و و د لسفر اختاار النظنا  

 رضية جداّ ووتطايقه ع  نتايج م  
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ABSTRACT 

The globe is generating a high volume of data in all domains, such as social media, industries, stock 

markets and healthcare systems. Most of data volume has been generated in the past two years. This 

massive amount of data can bring benefits and draw knowledge to individuals, governments and 

industries and assist in decision making. In healthcare, an enormous volume of data is generated from 

healthcare providers and stored in digital systems. Hence, data are more accessible for reference and 

future use. The ultimate vision for working with health big data is to support the process of improving the 

quality of service in healthcare providers, reducing medical mistakes and providing a promoting 

consultation in addition to providing answers when needed. This paper provides a critical review of some 

applications of big data in healthcare, such as the flu-prediction project by the Institute of Cognitive 

Sciences, which combines social media data with governmental data. The project aim is to provide swift 

response about flu-related questions. The project should study human multi-modal representations, such 

as text, voice and images. Moreover, integrating social media data with governmental health data could 

create some challenges, because governmental health data are considered as more accurate than 

subjective opinions on social media. Another attempt to utilize big data in healthcare is Google Flu 

Trends GFT. GFT collects search queries from users to predict flu activity and outbreak. GFT performed 

well for the first two to three years; however, it started to perform worse since 2011 due to people 

behaviour changes. GFT did not update the prediction model based on new data released by the Centre 

for Disease Control and Prevention-US (CDC). On the other hand, ARGO (Auto Regression with Google) 

performed better than all previously available influenza models, because it adjusts people behaviour 

changes and relies on current publicly available data from google-search and CDC. This research also 

describes, analayzes and reflects the value of big data in healthcare. Big data has been introduced and 

defined based on the most agreed terms. The paper also explains big data revenue forecast for the year 

2017 and historical revenue in three main domains: services, hardware and software. Big data 

management cycle has been reviewed and the main aspects of big data in healthcare (volume, velocity, 

variety and veracity) have been discussed. Finally, a discussion has been made of some challenges that 

face individuals and organizations in the process of utilizing big data in healthcare, such as data 

ownership, privacy, security, clinical data linkage, storage and processing issues and skills requirements.  

KEYWORDS 

 Big data, Healthcare, Hadoop, Google flu trends, Big data challenges, Cycle of big data management. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Some people could be amazed about the fact that 90% of the current volume of data have been 

generated in the past two years and that the amount of data is expected to grow 40% per annum 

according to Aureus Analytics [1]. Big data is a vast and vague terminology that carries many 

meanings depending on time and technology generation. For example, one megabyte of data in 

the 1950s was considered as a big amount of data when IBM manufactured the disk file IBM-

350 with a total capacity of a couple of megabytes [2], where the US presidential debate 
between Barack Obama and Mitt Romney in 2012 has produced about 10.3 million tweets in 

ninety minutes [3]. In addition, other social media and business transactions produce an 
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enormous amount of data in every minute. Therefore, the term big data is a changing term 

depending on time, since what we consider as "big" in the present may not be big in the future. 

The main objective of this manuscript is to describe a current issue in Information Technology 

research, which is big data in healthcare field. This manuscript is to provide insight into values 

and opportunities of big data in healthcare industry. It also attempts to draw some attention to 

market revenues and economic impacts of big data. Some big data applications in healthcare are 

reported and commented. Some related research issues are identified and discussed. In addition, 

the paper criticizes some applications of big data in healthcare, such as the flu-prediction project 

by the Institute of Cognitive Sciences, Google Flu Trends and Auto Regression with Google 

(ARGO). 

 A study [4] investigated the term big data to establish a solid definition that describes what is 

actually meant by big data. The study found that big data is more frequent in four domains: 

information, technologies, methods and impacts. The study proposed the most prominent 

definition: “Big data is the information assets characterized by such high volume, velocity and 

variety to require specific technology and analytical methods for their transformation into 

value”. In information technology, big data could be a huge amount of data that is beyond the 

traditional database capabilities [5]-[6]. 

Several reports claim that every day the globe produces 2.2 terabytes of data in which only 10% 

are structured data, where 90% are unstructured data. Further, 90% of data have been generated 

in the past two years [1]. Nowadays, organizations are holding and collecting a huge amount of 

data, but do not know what they have and how to utilize the collected data properly. This is like 

a person who has a big library at home or in his office, but never read the books. However, 

recently the term big data is used to represent the huge data that people generate around the 

globe with a little debate about its importance. Big data has created some controversy among 

researchers about the data significance and future importance. Some supporters claim that big 

data could be the new trend for innovation and discovering knowledge from outsized amounts 

of data in the near future and will lead to the evolvement of a new the science in parallel with 

computer machine learning and data mining advancement [7]-[8]. On the other hand, some 

disputed big data importance and stated that bigger data is not always better [9]. Michael Jordan 

in an interview with IEEE spectrum stated about big data: “It is like having billions of monkeys 

typing. One of them will write Shakespeare”. However, he admitted that data analysis can 

produce inferences about a certain problem, but with a certain level of quality and with an error 

margin [10]. Big data also raises an argument about the future of data mining in big data era and 

the possibility of big data to replace data mining completely [7]. This argument needs in-depth 

future research to let see what the coming days carry for data mining. 

Despite the debate created around the term big data, a recent study [11] showed the importance 

and market revenue of big data vendors, such as HP, IBM, DELL, SAP, ORACLE and SAS in 

three major domains: hardware, software and services. The study found that the total revenue 

reached US$ 18.6 billion in 2013, where 40% of the revenues were in the service domain, 38% 

in the hardware domain and 22% in the software domain. Figure 1 shows big data revenues by 

domain for the year 2013. 

The study [11] also forecasted the market revenues for the year 2017 and compared the 

revenues for the years from 2011 until 2017. The market revenue for 2011 was US$ 7.3 billion 

and is expected to reach $US50.1 billion in 2017. Figure 2 shows the market revenues for the 

years from 2011 to 2017. 

Another study [12] by the International Data Corporation (IDC) about big data storage forecast 

for the period from 2014 to 2019 found that hardware platforms and systems are estimated to 

grow at a Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 20.4% from 2014 to 2019. 
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Figure 1. Big data revenue by domain in 2013 in US$ million. 

 

Figure 2. Big data market forecast between 2011 and 2017 in US$ billion. 

In healthcare domain, the advancement in information technology and the capability of storing 

more data in the digital age have driven countries and governmental organizations to 

computerize health records and produced what we call Electronic Health Record (EHR) or 

Electronic Medical Record (EMR).  EHR/EMR is the electronic form of a patient’s medical 

history that is equivalent to the traditional hard copy of the patient’s medical record. EHR 

system enables patient’s records to be shared across healthcare providers in a certain state or 

globally. EHR records may include a range of data, including general medical records, family 

medical history, patient examinations, patient treatments, allergies, immunization status, 

laboratory results and radiology images [13]. The adoption of EHR in many countries has 

encouraged healthcare providers to store patients’ information in an electronic form which 
produced a large amount of structured and unstructured data. For instance, reports about the 

United States of America stated that U.S EHR reached 150 exabytes by the end of 2011 and 

may soon reach the zettabyte and yottabyte era [14].  Another report [15] analyzed the future of 

EHR market. In terms of geographical analysis, the report determined the market trends for five 

regions (Europe, Asia and the Pacific, North America, Latin America and the rest of the world). 

The report concluded that EHR market was valued at US$ 18.9321 billion in 2014 and predicted 

a compound annual growth rate of 5.4% for the period from 2014 to 2023 that may reach the 

peak of US$ 30.280 billion by 2023. 
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2. BIG DATA ASPECTS IN HEALTHCARE 

The literature shows that the initial aspect for big data was introduced by Doug Laney in 2001 

[1]. Laney argued that e-business and e-commerce system transactions are generating a high 

volume of information, rapid growth of data (velocity) and different types of data from several 

domains (variety). In addition, enterprises started to consider data as an asset they became 

keener to store data for future use. Volume, velocity and variety formed the basic aspects of big 

data called the 3Vs. Figure 3 shows the 3Vs big data model. 

 

Figure 3. IBM big data model characterized by volume, velocity and variety [16]. 

Volume refers to dimension, quantity or magnitude of data. This aspect of big data is changing 

with time. For example, one terabyte of data could be a large amount of data today. However, 

due to rapid development of computer storage, this couldn’t be considered as large data in the 

future. IBM conducted a survey to determine how big the database should be to be considered 

as big data. It was found that one terabyte dataset can be considered as big [17], but one terabyte 

of data may not be considered as big data in the future as the world is shifting to zettabyte era. 

Variety refers to data diversity from different sources, where data can be structured or 

unstructured.  Velocity refers to data transfer in terms of speed and contents change [18]. 

In healthcare, big data aspects can be categorized into 4Vs: volume, variety, velocity and 

veracity [19], as shown in Figure 4. Volume, variety and velocity are identical to the general 

aspect of big data that shown in Figure 3. Though, an additional aspect has been added, which is 

veracity. Due to large volume of data and variety of sources, healthcare data varies in quality 

and complexity. Usually, healthcare data contains biases, missing feature values and noise, 

which could affect the decision-making process. Additionally, reliable data could reduce the 

cost of data processing [19]. Mainly, there are two types of data quality problems. The first type 

is attributed to technical matters, whereas the second type is the truthfulness of data and data 

sources [20]. 

Big data problem solving procedure consists of several phases. First comes the process of 

capturing and collecting data from one source or from different sources. Healthcare data volume 

is huge and derived from different sources, such as hospitals, medical centres, pharmacies, 

pathologies …etc. The process of capturing healthcare data can generate some challenges, such 

as data characteristics, heterogeneity, storage capacity, storage medium, cloud storage, 

compression tools and plans for backup and disaster recovery. Thus, IT industries, such as 

Oracle, have developed solutions to handle a very high transaction volume in a distributed 

environment and provide support to the research community in the field [21]. Similarly, HDFS 

(Hadoop File System) can handle a huge volume of data across multiple machines or distributed  
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Figure 4. Big data in healthcare (4Vs). 

systems [22].  Second comes the process of organizing data. In some cases, data need to be 

transformed from its original state into a new state to prepare data for analysis using big data 

solutions. In healthcare, migrating data from legacy database management systems to Hadoop 

system, for example, require to reformat data into a more beneficial structure, such as 

hierarchical structure [23]. The third phase is data integration from different sources. In 

healthcare, Hadoop and NoSQL solutions support data integration from data warehouses, 

hospitals and social platforms like Facebook …etc. [24]. Fourthly, the purposes of analysis 

should be identified. For example these purposes could be, obtaining a valuable insight from 

huge data, predicting healthcare fraud, identifying a useful pattern, predicting patients’ 

behaviour, detecting diseases at earlier stages or tracking disease outbreaks and transmission 

…etc. [25]. Big data can be analyzed with advanced software tools used in the analytic field, 

such as online analytical processing, data mining, statistical analysis, machine learning …etc.  

Finally, decision makers can act based on the findings of the analysis process. Figure 5 shows 

the cycle for big data management [26].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. The cycle for big data management. 

3. BIG DATA IN HEALTHCARE 

The main objective of big data is to gain knowledge from a high volume of unstructured data 

that comes from numerous sources. Health data and computational techniques can be used to 

answer clinical questions. For instance, flu-prediction project by the Institute of Cognitive 

Sciences at Osnabrück University is combining social media data, e.g. Twitter, with CDC data 
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(Centre for Disease Control and Prevention in the USA). Flu-prediction project [27] gives the 

users the opportunity to ask questions about flu-related subjects and provides answers in 

seconds. However, the precision of flu-prediction project answers needs more enhancement and 

development. Besides, combining social media data with governmental health data will possibly 

create some challenges, because governmental health data is considered as more accurate than 

subjective opinions on social media. 

Another attempt on big data in healthcare is Google-Flu Trends. Google Flu Trends (GFT) is a 

web service operated by Google. The main aim is to provide some information on influenza 

activity for selected countries (more than 25 countries). Google Flu Trends collects search 

queries from users, then it tries to make accurate predictions about flu activity. This project was 

first launched in 2008 by Google.org to help predict outbreaks of flu [28]. GFT performed well 

for the first two to three years. Unfortunately, Google Flu Trends started to perform worse since 

2011 and missed the peak in year 2013 by 140 percent according to a research team from 

Northeastern University, the University of Houston and Harvard University [29]. However, 

GFT failure doesn’t reduce the importance and value of big data. Further, it indicated the 

possibility of using big data in the healthcare sector and opened the door for more future 

research such as Auto Regression with GOogle search data (ARGO). 

A research team from the Department of Statistics at Harvard University investigated the failure 

of Google Flu Trends and proposed a new model for influenza tracking called ARGO (Auto 

Regression with GOogle search data) [30]. They found the main causes of Google Flu Trends 

failure. First comes, the lack of ability to adapt with people behaviour changes online. For 

example, people usually search for influenza symptoms and diagnostics, but lately, people 

behaviour shifted to search for news about the influenza season. In addition, different keywords 

are used for searching. Secondly, Google Flu Trends didn’t utilize the new data released by 

CDC (Centre for Disease Control and Prevention) which may allow them to adjust and enhance 

the model using more reliable data [31]. 

ARGO performed better than all previously available Google-search–based tracking models for 

influenza, as well as the Google Flu Trends.  ARGO utilizes the current publicly available data 

from google-search, data collected from Google Flu Trends and other publicly available data 

from other vendors, such as CDC. The main features of ARGO as described by the research 

team [30] were the ability to integrate influenza data with other data related to epidemics and 

monitor and record the changes of people search online behaviour. Most important, ARGO can 

be used for real-time tracking of other social events and diseases. Despite the decent features of 

ARGO and its performance against previous models, AGRO is not guaranteed to work for ever 

or to success next year for example, because of public data and people search behaviour shift. 

Furthermore, any changes to the inner-works of the search engine or any changes in the way 

information is displayed to users will affect the accuracy of ARGO. 

From Google Flu Trends GFT and ARGO, we may comprehend the significance of the work 

accomplished by GFT and the importance of the idea. Despite the failure of GFT, it draws a 

road map for others to investigate problems and find solutions and that what AGRO team has 

been doing. Further, we may expect other research teams to focus on all versions of flu-season-

trends to find a better version that may in future become a product and to emphasize the 

importance of big data in healthcare and other sectors. A study on big data analysis [32] 

confirmed the importance of big data in modelling disease spread and real-time identification of 

emergencies. Another study [33] demonstrated that big data analysis can be used to discover 

disease patterns and record disease outbreaks over the world, especially when a swift 

information is needed. The study added that public health issues can be improved with the 

analytical approach, where a large amount of data can help determine the needs, offer required 

services and predict and prevent the future crises to benefit the people. Further, detecting fraud 

in healthcare becomes more efficiently. Not to forget is the most important role of big data 

analysis in healthcare, which is to enhance the quality of care and services for patients. In 
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addition, big data can help with knowledge distribution across healthcare providers in one 

country or across the world. Some countries have a lack in medical expertise. So, knowledge 

and guidance driven by big data may provide useful and rapid information for practitioners in 

regional and third world countries. For example, Swine Flu (H1N1) was first reported in April 

2009 infecting millions of people and estimated deaths worldwide, due to H1N1, were about 

18500 people according to WHO report [34]. When a certain country or organization has huge 

volume of health data about the generic influenza viruses, then big data tools could provide 

swift knowledge, such as initial diagnosis and treatment procedures.  These outcomes and 

knowledge can be distributed and shared across healthcare providers worldwide to save lives 

and reduce the impacts before it is too late. 

4. BIG DATA TOOLS IN HEALTHCARE 

Mike Cafarella and Doug Cutting can be considered as the founders of Hadoop, which is an 

evolution from the open source web search engine (Apache Nutch). Apache Nutch creators 

understood the limitation of nutch and the difficulty to reach the very huge number of webpages 

in the internet. At the meantime, Google published a research paper about its own storage 

system architecture called Google’s Distributed File System (GFS) which solved nutch storage 

needs and drew a map to implement Nutch Distributed File System (NDFS). It also opened the 

space for other research issues and development opportunities. Google also introduced 

MapReduce in another research paper and nutch team implemented MapReduce to nutch which 

later ran on MapReduce and NDFS. In 2006, nutch developers formed an independent project 

based on MapReduce and NDFS, called Hadoop, which is the elephant toy name for Doug 

Cutting’s son [35].  

Hadoop is an open source infrastructure software or a framework to store and process a huge 

dataset. It is an open source project under apache. Basically, Hadoop performs two fundamental 

operations; storing data and processing data. Hadoop stores information by using Hadoop 

Distributed File System (HDFS). HDFS uses the cluster architecture to store data across 

different machines (nodes), such as PCs and servers, which gives the ability to store a huge 

volume of data on thousands of nodes similar to what Yahoo is doing nowadays. The second 

operation that Hadoop preforms is data processing. Data processing is accomplished by another 

component called MapReduce. Processing data includes counting keywords in the dataset, 

aggregating data and searching in the data. The traditional architecture of processing data stored 

on different clusters was to move the data from the cluster to the software. This operation may 

cause bandwidth problems and consume a long time, especially with big data. However, 

MapReduce performs opposite to traditional architecture by moving the software process to the 

node (map) instead of moving the data to the software, and then collecting the answers or the 

process output (Reduce). This is where the name MapReduce comes from. Hadoop ecosystem 

contains different sub-projects to help give Hadoop more flexibility and ease of use, such as Pig 

and Hive [22], [36]. 

Pig is a high-level programming language for expressing a data analysis program that is 

designed to ease and utilize Hadoop programming and tasks for users with little programming 

skills, without having to know MapReduce coding to achieve a certain task. Further, Pig is an 

extendable language, where users can define their own functions. In addition, tasks in Pig are 

encoded to permit the system to optimize task execution automatically, which gives the users 

more room to focus on semantics rather than on efficiency [37]. Hive is a data warehouse 

infrastructure used for several operations on distributed storage and managing of large data 

using HiveQL (pretty similar to Structure Query Language SQL). Hive was developed by 

Facebook, then Apache Software Foundation used the Facebook version and enhanced it to 

form an open source tool under the name Apache Hive. The main idea behind Hive is to solve 

the complexity of MapReduce programming; therefore, instead of writing MapReduce program 

in Java, users are able to code a query for MapReduce job and process it to produce the same 
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result as in MapReduce [38]. HBase is a part of Hadoop ecosystem that runs on the top of 

Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). The main reason for developing HBase is that HDFS 

read/write of data is a sequential matter, where HBase allows random real-time access and 

stores data in a similar way as in the conventional RDBMS (columns and rows), where HDFS 

stores data as a collection of files. In addition, HBase provides faster access and operation on a 

huge volume of data. HBase has its own Java client API and tables in HBase can be used both 

as input/output for MapReduce tasks [36]. Figure 6 shows a common Hadoop ecosystem. 

Oozie 

Mahout Hive Piq 

MapReduce 

 HBase 

Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) 

  

      

   
  

 
Structured Data Semi-structured /Unstructured Data 

Figure 6. Hadoop ecosystem. 

In big data analytics, data loading into clusters and processing occur in parallel with other data 

that resides on one location or is distributed over different locations. Loading a huge volume of 

data into Hadoop can be a difficult task, where accessing data directly by mapReduce may cause 

some complications, where Sqoop can facilitate the process of importing and exporting data, 

generate Java classes to allow interaction with data and allow users to import data directly into 

Hive data warehouse [39]-[40]. Mahout is an implementation of scalable machine learning 

algorithms by Apache Software Foundation. Mahout would be a good choice when data is 

distributed on several machines and when data volume is huge. In machine learning 

applications, larger data size could produce better accuracy. As the number of training data 

increases, Mahout's performance also increases [41].   

Hadoop is considered as the best technology for big data in healthcare industry because of its 

ability to handle a huge volume of data in different formats, leaving no data behind, as stated by 

Charles Boicey; an information solutions architect at the University of California Irvine. 

Hadoop has been used widely in healthcare industry for cancer treatment and genomics, 

monitoring patients, clinical support network, healthcare intelligence, fraud prevention and 

detection …etc. [42]. 

The main reason why cancer has not been cured so far is that cancer transforms into diverse 

patterns based on every individual’s genomics, and there are over three billion base pairs that 

constitute human DNA. In the future, big data tools such as Hadoop could provide the 

opportunity to store and map the three billion base pairs for every cancer patient. In monitoring 

Sqoop 
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patients, Hadoop technology has been successfully used to monitor about 6200 children patients 

in Children's Healthcare of Atlanta (CHOA) in the United States. CHOA used sensors beside 

each child to track different signs, such as blood pressure, heartbeat and respiratory rate. 

Sensors collect a huge volume of data which is beyond legacy systems, then use the collected 

data successfully to produce patterns that alert medical staff to provide medical attention to 

patients when it is needed. Explorys is a company holding the largest database in healthcare. 

Explorys used Hadoop technology to analyze the huge volume of data and produced an 

analytical tool which assists medical staff to provide the most suitable treatment for individual 

patients or patient populations [42].  

5. BIG DATA RESEARCH CHALLENGES IN HEALTHCARE 

Big data can bring huge benefits to individuals, organizations, countries and to the world. 

However, benefits can bring risks as well, such as the lack of privacy and security. Further, 

many big data tools are open source and free to use tools, which may cause back-doors for 

intrusions, hackers and data theft. Hence, confidentiality, security, integrity and availability 

should be measured. 

Privacy and Security: The first concern when working with big data is privacy and security. 

Privacy and security are a key concern for individuals and organizations that hold 

information/data about people, products, transactions …etc. Health data obtained by healthcare 

providers and medical practitioners from individuals’ may contain private and confidential data. 

Individuals data must be handled with enormous care to protect people’s privacy and 

confidentiality. Some approaches used to enhance the security level and obtain some 

confidentiality are [43]: First, individual identification is deleted during data collection 

(anonymous data). Second, individual identification is recorded initially during data collection 

and then removed. In this type of identification, there is a chance to re-identify the patient 

because patient information has been recorded at some stage (anonymized data). However, the 

removal of personal health data requires the removal of data elements in Table 1. Removing 

these data to meet the de-identification act [44] can affect the outcome of data analysis [45].  

Third, encoding and encrypting data, however, give some chances to identify the encryption key 

using the advancement of computer technology which still exists. Privacy advocates and data 

regulators are gradually complaining about data collection and data usage in big data era, calling 

for a sophisticated protocol that achieves balance between individual privacy and research 

benefits [46]. 

Data Ownership: Data ownership describes a critical and ongoing challenge in big data 

applications in healthcare and other fields. Though petabytes of health data reside in healthcare 

providers’ premises and governmental healthcare systems, these are not really owned by them. 

On the other hand, patients believe that they own the data. This controversy maybe ended in the 

legal system to resolve the ownership issues unless healthcare providers receive a written 

consent from patients prior to utilizing data for commercial or research purposes [47]-[48]. 

 Clinical Data Linkage (CDL): CDL defines one of big data issues, where there are two or more 

tuples or instances relating to the same individual or entity. CDL occurs in the healthcare data 

when one individual or entity is stored on multiple healthcare providers such as two different 

hospitals. In addition, CDL can be quite challenging if the infrastructure of healthcare system is 

heterogeneous. In Australia, for example, clinical data linkage amongst patients with Spinal 

Cord Injury (SCI) is a challenge, because the Australian healthcare system is distributed over 

different states, and there is lack of coordination between healthcare providers in the states and 

in the federation. Hence, duplication exists and patient information that exists on many different 

sources is inconsistently updated [49].  

Data Characteristics: Big data are usually collected from different sources and in different 

formats, which make them heterogeneous data. This may cause a limited value for big data, 
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since data may be incomplete, poorly described, improperly collected or outdated [50]. Further, 

the main purpose of data collection in healthcare systems is not for data analytics. Usually, 

healthcare data analytics is a secondary purpose of data collection. For instance, patients’ data is 

collected primarily for payment, as well as tracking patient progress, treatment and clinical 

status. When the data is used for knowledge discovery, it may compromise the reliability and 

validity of any resulting models, because data has been collected for a different purpose. Hence, 

this creates a challenge for big data analysis and needs more effort to ensure data reliability 

[45]. 

Storage and Processing Issues: Doubtlessly, there is a significant advancement in computer 

storage technology. However, data grow significantly whenever a new storage technology is 

invented due to the huge amount of data collected/transferred by social media, healthcare 

providers, business transactions, stock markets …etc. The enormous amount of data created and 

generated around the globe put great pressure on data processing. The processing issue could be 

solved by bringing the software to data instead of sending data to the software or by 

transmitting only data which is important to the analysis process. However, this may create 

problems on data integrity and data source [47]. Health data movement is another related 

challenge; for instance, how huge volumes of data sized as giant (petabytes) move from data 

centres to the cloud. In this case, huge volumes of data are transported physically using physical 

media, such as FedEx and Amazon Snowball [51], but this could create another challenge when 

data needs an update. Storage capacity is another challenge in healthcare big data. For instance, 

one single human genome sequencing requires about two terabytes of storage capacity [52]. 

Skills Requirement: Big data researchers have been engaged with plenty of studies and 

researches that describe big data applications and technology development in data storage and 

analysis. However, there has been little attention to skills required for individuals to works in 

the big data field. A recent study [53] investigated the required skills to deal with big data and 

concluded that a big data specialist should be a combination of computer scientist and 

statistician with significant industry knowledge. Further, experts cite major shortages in big data 

specialists [51]. Further, educational institutions are responsible for making students aware of 

the new trend in data analytics and the required skills and technology for the industry.  

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION  

This paper criticizes some applications of big data in healthcare, such as flu-prediction project 

by the Institute of Cognitive Sciences, which combines social media data with governmental 

data to provide swift response about flu-related subjects. Regardless of great efforts made by the 

Institute of Cognitive Sciences, the project should study human multi-modal representations  

(verbal communication, emotions, text and images). Moreover, integrating social media data 

with governmental health data will possibly create some challenges, because governmental 

health data is considered as more accurate than subjective opinions on social media. 

Particularly, integration between different authoritative sources of data could enable the 

composition of two complementary points of view of the same problem, which could affect the 

outcome of knowledge acquisition. Google Flu Trends GFT collects search queries from users 

to predict flu activity and outbreak. GFT performed well for the first two to three years; 

however, it started to perform worse since 2011 due to people behaviour changes. GFT did not 

update the prediction model based on new data released by the Center for Disease Control and 

Prevention-US (CDC). On the other hand, ARGO performed better than all previously available 

influenza models, because it adjusts people behaviour changes and relies on current publicly 

available data from google-search and CDC. 

This research paper also describes, analyzes and reflects the value of big data in healthcare. Big 

data has been introduced and defined based on the most agreed terms. The paper explains big 

data revenue forecast for the year 2017 and historical revenue in three main domains: services, 

hardware and software. Big data management cycle has been reviewed and the main aspects of 
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big data in healthcare (volume, velocity, variety and veracity) have been discussed. Finally, a 

discussion has been made of some challenges that face individuals and organizations in the 

process of utilizing big data in healthcare, such as data ownership, privacy and security, clinical 

data linkage, storage and processing issues and skills requirement. The paper found that each 

issue mentioned in the current work requires further research because of their importance, where 

this will be the future research, especially on privacy and security issue. The paper also 

concludes that the world is moving toward data-driven approach which relies on data to perform 

business decisions. It is also important to understand that failure can be the first step toward 

success. Hence, the failure of Google Flue Trends might be the first step toward a successful 

model to utilize big data successfully and efficiently in healthcare.  

Table 1. De-identification of protected health information in accordance with the Health 

Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) privacy rule, Washington, DC: 

Department of Health and Human Services [cited January 16, 2017]. 

(A) Names 

(B) All geographic subdivisions smaller than a state, including street address, city, county, 

precinct, ZIP code and their equivalent geocodes, except for the initial three digits of the ZIP 

code if, according to the current publicly available data from the Bureau of the Census: 

(1) The geographic unit formed by combining all ZIP codes with the same three initial digits 

contains more than 20,000 people; and 

(2) The initial three digits of a ZIP code for all such geographic units containing 20,000 or 

fewer people is changed to 000 

(C) All elements of dates (except year) for dates that are directly related to an individual, 

including birth date, admission date, discharge date, death date, and all ages over 89 and all 

elements of dates (including year) indicative of such age, except that such ages and elements 

may be aggregated into a single category of age 90 or older 

(D) Telephone numbers 

(L) Vehicle identifiers and serial numbers, including license plate numbers 

(E) Fax numbers 

(M) Device identifiers and serial numbers 

(F) Email addresses 

(N) Web Universal Resource Locators (URLs) 

(G) Social security numbers 

(O) Internet Protocol (IP) addresses 

(H) Medical record numbers 

(P) Biometric identifiers, including finger and voice prints 

(I) Health plan beneficiary numbers 

(Q) Full-face photographs and any comparable images 

(J) Account numbers 

(R) Any other unique identifying number, characteristic or code, except as permitted by 

paragraph (c) of this section; and 

(K) Certificate/license numbers 

(ii) The covered entity does not have actual knowledge that the information could be used 

alone or in combination with other information to identify an individual who is subject of the 

information. 
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 ملخص البحث:

حع   ى نلم يحتت  للي و ائيحم  نلتوناي  نت تمييتولدّ في  ووونايح م يا لحمي  ليي نلن حييحت في   يت

لب حت أن ي انلصاحعحت  اأئونق نلمحل  اأيظمة نلرعحية نلصح ة. ايمكي لهذن نلكا نلهحم  لي نلن حي

ة ل نلرعحينلفونمد انلمعرفة للأفرند انلحكولحت انلصاحعحت اأن يسحعد ف  نتخحذ نلقرنرنت. ف  ل ح

رقم ية.   حيحت لي لقدل  نلرعحية نلصح ة اتخزياهيح في  أيظميةنلصح ة  يتا تول د م ا لحم  لي نلن

. اتيتلخ  حبل ة للواول ليي أ ي  نلر يول هل هيح أا نئيتخدنلهح لسيتقن ا قابذلك تكون نلن حيحت أولر 

ة  ي نلخدلينلرؤية نلاهحم ة تئتخدنم نلن حيحت نلضخمة ف  ل حل نلرعحية نلصح ة ف  دعا عمل ة تحس

 نلحح ية. حية نلصيح ة  انلتقل ي  ليي ناء يحط نل ن ية  اتقيديا نلمنيور  عايدنلمقدلة لي لوفرّي نلرع

لنيرال  تقدم لذه نلورقة لرن عة يقدية لنعض ت ن قحت نلن حيحت نلضخمة ف  نلرعحية نلصح ة؛ لل 

مية نلن حييحت ليي  هيةأ أءيرت  تصيه ليذه نلورقية ق  توقُّع نلزوحم نلذي تنايّحه لعهيد نلعليوم نادرنو ية.

حطا عليى نلضخمة ف  ل حل نلرعحية نلصح ة اتحللهح اتعكسهح. اف هح تا تعريه نلن حيحت نلضيخمة باي

عحت قة نلتوقنلمص لححت نلمتفق عل هح لدت نلنحمل ي انلمهتم ي ف  لذن نلم حل. وذلك  تن ي لذه نلور

ة في  لا لاية   هليى  حييب عحميدنتهح نلتحريخ ي2017حت نلضيخمة لعيحم لن حيل بحلعحمد نتقتصحدينلمتعلقة 

حيييحت ل ييحتت أئحئيي ة ليي و نلخييدلحت  انلمعييدنّت  انلنرل  ييحت. اقييد تييا نئييتعرن  دار  هدنر  نلن 

نلضيييخمة الاحقنييية نل ونييييب نائحئييي ة للن حييييحت نلضيييخمة فييي  ل يييحل نلرعحيييية نلصيييح ة  نلح يييا  

افيرند نتحم  تا ه رنط لاحقنية لينعض نلتحيديحت نلتي  تون ي  انلسرعة  انلتاول  انلصدق(. اف  نلخ

ن حييحت  انلماظمحت ف  عمل ة نتئيتفحد  ليي نلن حييحت نلضيخمة في  نلرعحيية نلصيح ة؛ للي و للك ية نل

حل تهيح  اءصوا تهح األاهح  انلربط نلسيريري للن حييحت  انلمسيحم  نلمتعلقية بتخيزيي نلن حييحت الع

 ح بنأن لهحرنت نلعحلل ي ف  لذن نلم حل.انلمت لنحت نلت  ي ب تونفرل
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ABSTRACT 

Cooperative Q-learning approach allows multiple learners to learn independently and then share their 

Q-values among each other using a Q-value sharing strategy. A main problem with this approach is that 

the solutions of the learners may not converge to optimality, because the optimal Q-values may not be 

found. Another problem is that some cooperative algorithms perform very well with single-task problems, 

but quite poorly with multi-task problems. This paper proposes a new cooperative Q-learning algorithm 

called the Bat Q-learning algorithm (BQ-learning) that implements a Q-value sharing strategy based on 

the Bat algorithm. The Bat algorithm is a powerful optimization algorithm that increases the possibility of 

finding the optimal Q-values by balancing between the exploration and exploitation of actions by tuning 

the parameters of the algorithm. The BQ-learning algorithm was tested using two problems: the shortest 

path problem (single-task problem) and the taxi problem (multi-task problem). The experimental results 

suggest that BQ-learning performs better than single-agent Q-learning and some well-known cooperative 

Q-learning algorithms. 

KEYWORDS 

Q-learning, Bat algorithm, Optimization, Cooperative reinforcement learning.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Q-learning is a well known reinforcement learning (RL) algorithm that allows machines and 

software agents to develop an ideal behavior within a specific environment based on trial and 

error [1]-[3]. A Q-learning agent learns how to behave by trying actions to determine how to 

maximize some reward. This is usually accomplished using temporal difference learning to find 

mapping from state-action pairs into quality values (Q-values). A Q-value of a state-action pair 

),( as  represents the expected utility of taking action a  in state s  and following a fixed policy 

thereafter. The Q-values are normally calculated using a utility function known as a Q-function. 

These values are usually stored in a data structure known as a Q-table. 

Cooperation among several reinforcement learners in the same multi-agent environment 

provides an opportunity for the learners to cooperatively solve a learning problem. Such an 

approach to RL, which is called cooperative RL, is increasingly used by research labs around 

the world to solve real world problems, such as robot control and autonomous navigation [4], 

[5]. This is because cooperative reinforcement learners can learn and converge faster than 

independent reinforcement learners via sharing of information (e.g., Q-values, Episodes, 

Policies) [3], [6]-[8]. One such example is cooperative Q-learning, in which several learners 

share their Q-values among each other in order to accelerate their convergence to optimal 

solutions [9], [10]. Cooperative Q-learning is normally broken into two stages. The first stage is 

known as the independent learning stage, in which each reinforcement learner individually 

applies Q-learning to enhance its own solution. In the second stage, the learning by interaction 

stage, the learners share their Q-values based on a sharing strategy. A Q-value sharing strategy 

defines how the independent learners can share their Q-values among each other to obtain new 

Q-tables. This strategy can only be applied when the agents have Q-tables with a similar 

structure. 
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Current cooperative Q-learning algorithms, such as AVE-Q, BEST-Q, PSO-Q [6], [11]-[15] and 

WSS [7], [16]-[19], may not find the optimal Q-values for different reasons (Section 3). As a 

result, the policies of the learners might not converge to optimality. In addition, some 

cooperative Q-learning algorithms perform well with single-task problems, but very poorly with 

multi-task problems [9]. This issue causes uncertainty about the benefit of choosing one 

cooperative algorithm over the other cooperative algorithms. 

The bat algorithm (BA) is a metaheuristic method that can be used to solve optimization 

problems by simulating the echolocation behavior of bats [20]. An advantage of BA is that it 

tries to balance between exploration and exploitation of actions by using tuning techniques that 

control its parameters (frequencies, pulse emission rates and loudness of the potential solutions) 

[20]. Consequently, the possibility of finding the optimal solutions increases. Therefore, in 

order to solve the problems of current cooperative Q-learning algorithms, this paper presents a 

new cooperative Q-learning algorithm called the Bat Q-learning algorithm (BQ-learning) that is 

based on the BA algorithm. BQ-learning is distinguished from the other cooperative algorithms 

by the use of a Q-value sharing strategy based on the BA algorithm. This paper argues that the 

proposed BQ-learning algorithm increases the possibility of finding the optimal Q-values for 

different types of learning problems. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents background information, 

Section 3 discusses related work, Section 4 discusses the BQ-learning algorithm, Section 5 

discusses simulation results using the shortest path problem and the taxi domain problem and 

Section 6 presents the conclusion and future work of this paper. 

2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

This section briefly summarizes some of the underlying concepts of Q-learning and Bat 

algorithms.  

2.1 Q-learning 

The problem model of Q-learning is commonly represented as a Markov Decision Process 

(MDP) [1]. An MDP comprises a set of states },...,,{= 10 nsssS , a set of actions 

},...,,{= 10 maaaA , a reward function  ASR : ℝ and a transition model [0,1]:  SAST . 

As specified by the transition model, all the transition probabilities are deterministic, meaning 

that they can only equal 1 or 0. For example, a transition probability 1=),,( yzx sasT  means 

that transitioning from state xs  to state ys  upon executing action za  is possible. On the other 

hand, a transition probability 0=),,( yzx sasT  indicates that the transition is invalid. The 

immediate expected reward for executing this transition is the deterministic reward ),( zx asR  

[3]. It is important to note that the implementation of Q-learning to stochastic MDPs is beyond 

the scope of this paper. 

A learner is normally required to apply Q-learning to an MDP for a number of learning episodes 

in order to learn which action is optimal for each state. A learning episode is the time the agent 

takes to reach the goal state starting from an initial selected state. Reaching the goal state 
requires the learner to apply a simple value iteration procedure during each learning episode. 
This procedure starts when the learner uses its selection policy to select an action a  from the set 

of possible actions A  of current state s . The learner then receives a reward ),( asR  and bserves 

a new state s  of the environment. Subsequently, the agent uses these information to update its 

Q-table using the following Q-function: 

          )],(),([),()(1),( asQ
Aa

maxasRasQasQ 


                               (1)             

https://www.google.jo/search?biw=1143&bih=517&q=define+subsequently&forcedict=subsequently&sa=X&sqi=2&ved=0ahUKEwjHq7LnrezRAhVBWxoKHcD5BwsQ_SoIHTAA
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where Ss , Aa , [0,1]  is the learning rate and [0,1]  is the discount factor. Upon 

successful convergence to a solution, the output of Q-learning is the optimal Q-function from 

which an optimal policy AS :*  (i.e., mapping from states to actions that maximizes the 

total discounted reward ( n
nrrrR   1

1
0= )) can be derived using a greedy selection 

method. 

2.2 Bat Algorithm 

Microbats are small bats that usually eat insects. An amazing feature of this species is that they 

rely on a special type of sonar called echolocation to locate their prey. Microbats make loud 

sound pulses as they fly. When these pulses hit an object, they produce echoes that return to the 

ears of the bats. The time required for the sound waves to return back to the microbat is used to 

calculate the distance of an object. 

The Bat algorithm (BA) is a metaheuristic method that is inspired from the echolocation 

behavior of microbats [20]. This algorithm combines the advantages of existing metaheuristic 

algorithms, such as particle swarm optimization (PSO) and intensive local search in one 

algorithm. The research works of Yang and Gandomi [21] and Yang [20] suggest that BA 

performs better than many existing metaheuristic algorithms, such as PSO, intensive local 

search, harmony search and genetic algorithm. 

The following simplifications of the main characteristics of the echolocation process were 

followed in order to simulate BA as a problem solver [22]: 

    • Microbats know the difference between prey and other objects and use echolocation 

       to calculate the distance of their prey.  

    • Each bat i  flies randomly at position ix  with velocity iv , frequency if , varying  

       wavelength   and loudness A  to hunt a prey. 

    • Loudness varies in the ],[ 0AAmin  interval. 

    • Each bat i  can adjust the frequency if  and the pulse rate [0,1]ir  of its emitted 

       pulse. 

    • Frequencies of the bats are in the range ],[ maxmin ff . These frequencies correspond to  

       wave lengths in the range ],[ maxmin   that can be calculated as follows: 

                    air.theinsoundofspeedtheiswhich/340=where;= smv
f

v
                      (2)  

Based on the above equation, either   or f can be used in the BA algorithm, because the 

relationship between these variables is  constant ( fv  ). The choice between   and f  

depends on the type of the problem of interest.  

At the beginning of BA (Figure 1), each bat is assigned a random frequency in the range 

],[ maxfminf . This range is normally chosen based on the size and complexity of the 

implemented problem. There are several rules that control the movement of a virtual bat. 

The following rules show how a virtual bat i  changes its position ix  (solution) and velocity iv  

at instant t : 

                              ,)(= minfmaxfminfif                                                   (3) 

                              ,)
*

1(1= ifxt
ixt

ivt
iv                                                          (4) 
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1:  Objective function T
d

xxxxfun ),...,1(=),(  

2:  Initialize the bat population )...,2,1,=( niix  and iv  

3:  Define pulse frequency if  at ix  

4:  Initialize pulse rates ir  to positive values around zero and loudness iA  to positive values 

around 1. 

5:  while t< Max number of iterations do 

6:        Generate new solutions by adjusting frequency and updating velocities and 

7:        locations/solutions [Equations (3) to (5)].
 

8:         if     rand > ri  then 

9:             Select a solution among the best solutions 
10:           Generate a local solution around the selected best solution 
11:       endif 
12:      Generate a new solution by flying randomly 

13:      Calculate the average loudness A* of all solutions 

14:       if  
 rand < A* and fun(xi) <  fun(x*) Then 

15:             Accept the new solutions 

16:             Increase ir  and reduce iA  

17:        endif 

18:        Rank the bats and find the current best *x  

19:        1= tt  

20: endwhile 

21:  Postprocess results and visualization 

Figure 1. The Bat algorithm (BA) [20]. 

                                          ,
1

=
t
iv

t
ix

t
ix 


                                                                      (5) 

where [0,1]  is a random parameter extracted from a uniform distribution and *x  is the 

current best position among the positions of all bats. 

 After calculating *x , a local solution can be generated randomly for each bat based on the 

following equation: 

                              *= Axx oldnew                                                                    (6) 

where 1,1][  is a tuning random parameter and *A  is the average loudness of all bats at 

instant t . 

The update equations of the velocities, positions and frequencies of the bats are similar to the 

update equations of the velocities and positions of the particles in PSO (Section 3). Actually, 

BA can be considered as a combination of PSO and intensive local search that aims to balance 

between the exploration and exploitation of solutions. 

In the nature, when a microbat finds a prey, it usually decreases the loudness and increases the 

pulse emission of its sound. This aspect is simplified in the BA algorithm by assuming that 

Amin=0  and A0=1 . The assumption that Amin=0 indicates that a bat has located a prey and 

temporarily has stopped emitting any sound. In the beginning of the simulation process of BA, 

positive random values around zero are generated and assigned to the pulse emission of each 

bat, while positive random values around 1 are generated and assigned to the loudness of each 

bat. 
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At each iteration of the BA algorithm, a local search for a new best solution around one of the 

best solutions x*  (line 8) is triggered when the pulse rate is less than a randomly generated 

number [0,1]rand . Then, each time x* is improved  (line 14) the pulse rate ri is increased 

and the loudness iA  is decreased as follows: 

                                                               t
i

t
i AA =1                                                                   (7) 

                                            ][1=1 t
i

t
i err                                                           (8) 

 where   and   are constant parameters that can be determined experimentally, however, as a 

general rule  0< <1 and  >0 to guarantee that the loudness will decrease and the pulse rate 

will increase as new best solutions are discovered.  

A new solution *x  is accepted if it satisfies two conditions. First, the estimation fun(x*) of the 

new x* must be better than the estimation of a randomly selected bat’s solution. Second, the 

value of rand  should be less than the average loudness of all the solutions. 

The purpose of setting the loudness to a value near to one and the pulse rate to a value near to 

zero is to  encourage the exploration of new solutions around the current best solutions. This is 

because a pulse rate near to zero is expected with a high probability to be less than the randomly 

generated number rand [0,1]  (line 8). Consequently, there is a high probability that a new 

solution would be generated around one of the best solutions (lines 8 to 11). As the values of 

pulse rates are increased each time a better solution is accepted (line 14), the probability of 

generating a new solution around one of the best solutions decreases (line 8). 

3. RELATED WORK 

This section provides an overview of well known cooperative Q-learning algorithms with  

special focus on the second learning stage of these algorithms. 

Iima and Kuroe [11]-[13] proposed three cooperative Q-learning algorithms (BEST-Q, AVE-Q 

and PSO-Q) that allow multiple learners to share their Q-values after each round of independent 

learning. Each one of these algorithms evaluates its Q-values during the independent learning 

stage using an evaluation method that approximates the rewards [6], [13], [14]. This method 

evaluates each state-action pair ),( as  by calculating the sum of its discounted rewards ),( asE  

used to update its Q-value during an episode (independent learning stage). Discounting the 

reward is important to increase the weight of rewards while approaching the end of the episode. 

This is because the Q-values are in continuous change during the episode. At the end of the 

independent learning stage, each learner i  calculates ),( asEi  for each ASas ),(  as follows: 

                       ),(=),(
1=

asRasE i
in

n

i

i
                                                            (9) 

where n  denotes the number of times the state-action pair ),( as  has been updated by agent i  

during the episode, ),( asRi  is the reward received for performing action a  at state s  and   is 

the discount parameter. The parameter   is the same discount factor used in Equation 1. This 

parameter is used in Equation 9 to balance between the rewards received in the beginning of the 

episode with rewards received in the end of it. 

In BEST-Q, the superior Q-values are extracted from the Q-tables of all of the learners, then  

copied to each Q-table of each agent. According to this description, an agent i  updates ),( asQi  

for all ASas ),(  as follows:  
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                                              ),(),( asQasQ best
i  .                                                   (10)  

In the above equation, ),( asQbest  of state-action pair ),( as   is the Q-value with the highest 

),( asE  for all agents. The main disadvantage of BEST-Q is that it might not find the optimal 

Q-values, because the Q-tables of all of the learners become the same after each update. As a 

result, the diversity of the Q-values is affected negatively [11]. 

AVE-Q is a modification of BEST-Q that retains the diversity of each agent’s Q-values after the 

learning by interaction stage. In this algorithm, the Q-values of learner i  are updated by 

averaging each Q-value in the learners’ Q-table and its corresponding best Q-value for all 

ASas ),(  as follows:  

                                 
2

),(),(
),(

asQasQ
asQ i

best

i


 .                                               (11) 

Actually, AVE-Q moves at the interaction stage into the middle of the agent’s Q-values and 

their corresponding best values without investigating the quality of the agent’s Q-values. As a 

consequence, AVE-Q may produce an incorrect policy, because it does not remove the bad Q-

values at the interaction stage [3]. 

The Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm is a powerful metaheuristic method that 

attempts to iteratively optimize a solution with respect to a particular measure [23]. An 

optimization problem can be solved with PSO by moving the candidate solutions (particles) in 

the search space based on their positions and velocities. The movement of a particle is 

controlled by the particle’s local best position and directed in the direction of the global best 

positions in the search-space. The global best positions are the best positions found by all of the 

particles after each iteration of the algorithm. 

PSO-Q uses PSO at its second learning stage as a Q-value sharing method. In this method, the 

particles are the Q-values and the qualitative measurer is the Q-function. The Q-table of each 

learner is updated based on the velocities and positions of the Q-values as follows [12]: 

)],,(),([)],(),([),(),( 2211 asQasGRCasQasPRCasVWasV iiiii            (12) 

),,(),(),( asVasQasQ iii                                                 (13) 

 

where iV  is the velocity of learner i  for state-action pair ),( as , 1,CW  and 2C  are weight 

parameters and 1R  and [0,1]2 R  are random numbers. In the above equation, the best Q-value 

found by agent i  for ),( as  is denoted as ),( asPi  and the best Q-value found by all of the 

agents for ),( as  is denoted as ),( asG . Normally, the value of ),( asG  is estimated using 

Equation 10. 

Two issues should be taken into consideration when implementing PSO-Q to a specific 

problem. First, determining suitable values for the parameters of PSO-Q usually requires 

multiple simulations to insure that PSO-Q will perform well. Second, there is no guarantee that 

PSO-Q will search outside the surroundings of the best Q-value for each possible combination 

of states and actions for all agents. 

Ahmadabadi and Asadpour [18] proposed a cooperative Q-learning algorithm called Weighted 

Strategy Sharing (WSS). In this algorithm, each learner learns from its peers by following a 

two-step learning process. First, each learner assigns expertness values to the Q-tables of the 

other learners according to their relative expertness. Second, each learner updates its own Q-

table by calculating the weighted average of the Q-values of the learners’ Q-tables as follows: 
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                                )),((),(
1=

asQWasQ jij

n

j

i                                                     (14) 

where Wij is the expertness value assigned by learner i to learner j’s expertness. 

 An expertness value can be evaluated using one of many expertness measures that have similar 

outcomes [18]. One such measure is the Normal measure (Nrm) which calculates the expertness 

of a learner ( xr ) by finding the sum of rewards that the learner has obtained during the previous 

independent learning stage: 

                                 )(=
1=

trxr i

now

t

Nrm
i  ;                                                                   (15) 

where )(tri  is the reward that learner i  obtains at instant t . 

Based on the output of the above formula, learner i  can assign a weight to the knowledge of 

learner j  by taking into account the expertness of all learners as follows:  

                                          

k

n

k

i
ij

xr

xr
W




1=

 ;                                                                   (16) 

where n  is the number of learners and kxr  is the expertness of learner k  for nk ...,1,= .  

A problem with WSS is that it might not converge to optimality when the shared Q-values are 

so extreme, because these values will deform the average Q-value [9]. 

Abed-alguni et al. [9] suggested a new cooperative Q-learning algorithm called average 

aggregation Q-learning which combines WSS, AVE-Q, BEST-Q and PSO-Q into one algorithm 

in order to reduce the instability in the performance of these algorithms for different problems. 

In this algorithm, each agent improves its Q-values by averaging the Q-values that resulted after 

implementing WSS, BEST-Q, AVE-Q and PSO-Q algorithms. Respectively, each agent i  

calculates ),( asQi  for each ASas ),(  as follows:  

 

4

),(),(),(),(
),(

asQasQasQasQ
asQ

QPSOW SSQAVEQBEST

i

 
 ;                        (17) 

where i  is the learner’s identification number and the denominator is the number of the 

combined algorithms. 

Although average aggregation Q-learning solves the variability in performance for four famous 

cooperative Q-learning algorithms, it requires heavy computations to do so, because it mainly 

depends on the results of the other cooperative Q-learning algorithms. 

In conclusion, there is no guarantee that the algorithms discussed in this section will converge to 

optimal solutions. Moreover, none of these algorithms has a stable performance when 

implemented to various learning problems [9]. The next section will present the BQ-learning 

algorithm that attempts to solve these problems. 

4. BQ-LEARNING  

The BQ-learning algorithm comprises two repetitive sequential learning stages. 

    • First Learning Stage: each learner tries independently to enhance its policy by  

      applying Q-learning. Then, the Q-values of all the agents are evaluated by the  

      evaluation method described in Section 3 - Equation 9. 
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     • Second Learning Stage: the Q-values of all of the learners are updated through  

       sharing of Q-values among the learners according to the evaluation results of the  

       Q-values and the bat Q-value sharing strategy .  

4.1 First Stage of BQ-learning 

Figure 2 shows the BQ-learning algorithm. In the beginning of BQ-learning, the number of 

learners n and the total number of episodes of BQ-learning p should be specified. Also, the 

number of learning episodes mi that each learner i  performs during the first learning stage of 

BQ-learning should be specified. In addition, the Q-values and Q-value evaluations of each 

learner are initialized to zero (lines 8 to 10). That is, 0=),( asQi  and 0=),( asEi  for all 

ASas ),(  of each learner i . 

  1: iQ : Q -table of learner i . 

  2: ),( asQi : Q-value for state-action pair ),( as  of learner i . 

  3: ),( asEi : evaluated value for ),( asQi . 

  4: n : number of learners. 

  5: im : number of learning episodes performed by learner i  during the first  

             learning stage of BQ-learning. 

  6: p : total number of episodes of BQ-learning. 

  7: Begin 

  8:  for 1=i  to n do 

  9:    Initialize ),( asQi   and ),( asEi  for all ASas ),( . 

10:  end for 

11:  Set 0=counter . 

12:  while pcounter <  do  

13:     for 1=i  to n  do  

14:        Allow learner i  to apply Q-learning as described in Section 2.1 for im  

             episodes.  

15:        Find ),( asEi  for all ASas ),(  based on Equation (9).  

16:      end for 

17:      Update ),( asQi  for all ASas ),(  for all of the learners by interaction  

between the learners based on the bat Q-value sharing strategy described in  

Figure 3. 

18:      mncountercounter *=  . 

19:    end while 

20:  End 

Figure 2. The BQ-learning algorithm. 

Lines 13 to 16 in Figure 2 represent the first learning stage of BQ-learning, where each learner 

i  applies Q-learning for im  episodes and then calculates ),( asEi  for all ASas ),(  as 

described in Section 2.1. Allowing each learner to learn for the same number of episodes 

( nn mmmm  110 ...= ) indicates that all of the n  learners have equal levels of knowledge at 

the end of the first learning stage. On the other hand, allowing each learner to learn for a 

different number of episodes means that the learners have different levels of knowledge at the 

end of the first learning stage. 
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4.2 Second Stage of BQ-learning 

  1: iQ : Q -table of learner i .   

  2: ),( asQi : Q-value for state-action pair ),( as  for learner i .   

  3: ),(* asQ : best Q-value for state-action pair ),( as  for all agents.  

  4: ),( asFi : frequency for state-action pair ),( as  for learner i .  

  5: ),( asVi : difference of ),( asQi  before and after its update.   

  6: ),( asri : pulse rate for state-action pair ),( as  for learner i .  

  7: ),( asAi : loudness for state-action pair ),( as  for learner i . 

  8: ),( asEi : evaluated value for state-action pair ),( as  for learner i .  

  9: ),(* asE : evaluated value for ),(* asQ .   

10:  A*(s,a): average loudness of all ),( asAi . 

11: Begin   

12:  Set the objective function as the evaluation function of Q-values (Equation (9)).  

13:   for 1=i  to n  do 

14:     Initialize ),( asFi , ),( asri , ),( asAi  and ),( asVi  for all ASas ),( .  

15:   endfor  

16:  Find ),(* asQ  by applying the update function of BEST-Q algorithm  

       (Equation (10)).   

17:  while <t  Max number of iterations do 

18:      for  1=i  to n   do 

19:        Update ),( asVi , ),( asFi  and ),( asQi  for all ASas ),( . [Equations 18 to 20]. 

20:     endfor   

21:     Generate a random number ( [0,1]rand ).  

22:     if )),(>( * asrrand then    

23:        Allow learner *i  to apply Q-learning for few times starting from state s  of 

            ),(* asQ  using Equation 21. 

24:     endif 

25:    Randomly select ),( asQi . 

26:    if  (rand < A*(s,a) and )),(<),( * asEasEi  then  

27:        Accept the new Q-values. 

28:        Increase ),( asri  and reduce ),( asAi  [Equations 22 and 23] . 

29:       endif 

30:    Find ),(* asQ  by applying the update function of BEST-Q algorithm (Equation (10)).  

31:    1= tt   

32:  endwhile  

33: End  

Figure 3. Bat Q-value sharing strategy. 

Line 17 in Figure 2 represents the second learning stage of BQ-learning that is described in 

details in Figure 3. It is important to keep in mind that the second learning stage of BQ-learning 

is what really distinguishes it from the other cooperative Q-learning algorithms described in 

Section 3. 

Figure 3 shows the flow of the proposed Q-value sharing strategy that is based on the Bat 

algorithm. In Figure 3, the Q-values represent the locations of the bats (line 2), the velocity of a 

Q-value V(s,a) is the rate at which it changes (line 5) and the objective function is the evaluation 
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function E(s,a) of the Q-values (line 12). Line 14 in Figure 3 shows that the frequency, loudness 

and pulse rate for all ASas ),(  of each learner i  are initialized to zero. Then, in line 16, the 

best Q-value of each ASas ),(  is calculated. 

Line 19 of this algorithm shows that the Q-values and their frequencies and velocities are 

updated iteratively. The new Q-value ),( asQi , velocity ),( asVi  and frequency ),( asFi  of 

learner i  are given by:  

                                  ,)(=),( minmaxmini FFFasF                                                 (18) 

                                         ),,()),(),((),(=),( * asFasQasQasVasV iiii                             (19)                   

                                              ),,(),(=),( asVasQasQ iii                                                         (20)                                   

where [0,1]  is a random tuning parameter and ),(* asQ  is the current best Q-value among 

all n  Q-values for the state-action pair ),( as .  

A local Q-value can be generated around ),(* asQ  for each learner by allowing one of the 

learners to enhance ),(* asQ  by applying Equation 21 to ),(* asQ  for few times:  

    )],(*),([),()(1),( *** asQmaxAasRasQasQ Aa
  ;                           (21) 

where [0,1]  is the same learning rate used in Equation 1 and A* is the average loudness of 

all Q-values at iteration t . In the above equation, A* is used to control the influence of future 

rewards instead of   in Equation 1. 

At each iteration of the algorithm, a local search for a new best Q-value (line 22) around the 

current best Q-value ),(* asQ  for each ),( as  is triggered when the pulse rate ),(* asr  is less 

than a randomly generated number [0,1]rand .  

The new Q-value of ),(* asQ  is accepted if it satisfies two conditions. First, the estimation 

),(* asE  of the new ),(* asQ  must be better than the estimation of a randomly selected Q-value 

for the same ),( as . Second, the value of rand  should be less than the average loudness of 

),( as  of all the learners. Fulfilling these conditions also implies that the pulse rate ri(s,a) should 

be increased and the loudness iA (s,a) should be decreased as follows:  

                                     ),(=),( asAasA ii  ,                                                               (22) 

                                  ])[1,(=),( t
ii easrasr  ;                                                      (23) 

where   and   are constant parameters. As a general rule, 0< <1 to decrease the loudness 

and  >0 to increase the pulse rate each time the Q-values are improved.  

Assigning a low pulse rate ),( asri  for each ),( as  in the beginning of the optimization process 

(line 17) and then increasing it (line 28) is an essential factor for the success of the algorithm. 

This is because it reduces the rate of local search around ),(* asQ  as BQ-learning is 

approaching the best Q-value. 

The local search for the best Q-values can be performed simultaneously by multiple agents in 

BQ-learning as well as in other optimization-based cooperative Q-learning algorithms, such as 

PSO-Q and average aggregation Q-learning. BQ-learning is expected to perform better than the 

cooperative Q-learning algorithms discussed in Section 3, because it attempts to balance 

between the exploration and exploitation of the nominated best Q-values for sharing using 

tuning techniques that control its parameters (frequencies, pulse emission rates and loudness of 
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the potential solutions). Neither BEST-Q nor AVE-Q attempts to search around the best Q-

values before sharing them. Consequently, BEST-Q might not find the optimal Q-values [11], 

while AVE-Q may produce an incorrect policy [11]-[12]. 

5. EXPERIMENTS 

In this section, the performance of BQ-learning was compared with the performance of single-

agent Q-learning, AVE-Q, BEST-Q, PSO-Q, WSS and average-aggregation Q-learning (Section 

3) using two problems: the shortest path problem [12] and the taxi problem [24]. These 

problems have been widely used in the literature to evaluate the performance of cooperative  

Q-learning algorithms [12]-[13], [24]-[26]. 

5.1 Test Problems 

RL can be applied to two types of learning problems [24]. First, single-task problems (e.g., 

shortest path problem), in which the learner is required to learn a single task. Second, multi-task 

problems (e.g., taxi domain problem), in which the learner is required to learn multiple tasks. 

 

Figure 4. An example of shortest path problem on a grid size of 2020 .   

The shortest path problem is a single-task problem that has been used in many research studies 

to evaluate the efficiency of cooperative Q-learning algorithms [11]-[13]. In this problem, an 

agent is required to learn one task which is finding the shortest path from one cell to another in a 

grid, such that the number of visited cells is minimized. The grid in this problem is usually 

represented as a two-dimensional array that is indexed by two subscripts, one for the row and 

one for the column. In the shortest path problem, the target cell is usually specified prior to 

learning and the start cell is randomly selected before the beginning of each learning episode. 

The learner can move during each episode in four directions (up, down, right and left) as long 

there are no obstacles or barriers obstructing its way. Figure 4 shows an example of shortest 

path problem on a grid size of 2020 . Filled squares represent obstacles that the agent cannot 

pass, 0s  is the start cell and gs  is the target cell. 

The taxi domain problem is an episodic multi-task problem that has been used in many research 

studies to evaluate the performance of hierarchical Q-learning algorithms [24]-[26]. In each 

episode, a taxi agent in a grid world of size 55  is required to perform multiple tasks: finding a 

customer, picking up the customer, driving the customer to a destination location and dropping 
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down the customer in the destination location. The taxi agent can accomplish these goals by 

choosing actions from a set of six actions: move one cell (left, right, top or bottom), pickup 

action and drop off action. If any of these actions that leads the taxi agent to a barrier or a wall 

cell, the location of taxi agent remains unchanged. In the grid, there are four source and 

destination locations. Figure 5 shows an example of taxi domain problem. In the figure, a taxi is 

located on a 5 5 grid. There are four pre-determined locations in the grid, marked as Red (R), 

Blue (B), Green (G) and Yellow (Y). In the beginning of the simulation process, one of these 

locations is selected as a pick-up point and another location is selected as a drop-off point. 

 

Figure 5. Taxi domain problem.   

5.2 Setup 

The shortest path problem in Figure 4 was modeled as an MDP as follows: 

 

    • The cells in the 2020  grid represent the states of the MDP: 

 

                        [19][19])...,[0][1],[0][0],(= gridgridgridS .  

 

    • The target cell is specified prior to learning and the start cell is randomly selected before the  

      beginning of each learning episode.  

    • There are four primitive actions in the shortest path problem: 

            )right moveleft, movedown, moveup, move(=A .  

    • The reward model for the learners is defined as follows: 

              




                          otherwise0

celltargetthereacheditif10.0
R(s,a)=  

         • The transition model for the learners is:  
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The taxi domain problem in Figure 5 was modeled as an MDP as follows:  

    • The cells in the 55  grid represent the states of the MDP: 

       [4][4])...,[0][1],[0][0],(= gridgridgridS .  

    • The location of the taxi is specified prior to learning.  
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    • The location of the passenger (source) and the dropping point of the passenger (destination) 

        are randomly chosen in the beginning of each learning episode.  

    • There are six primitive actions in the taxi domain problem: 

)downput up,pick right, moveleft, movedown, moveup, move(=A .  

     • The reward model for the learners is defined as follows:  

















otherwise0

putdown   orpickupillegal10

point off  dropselected
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=),( asR  

      

      • The transition model for the learners is: 







 



                                                     otherwise0

                                  wallorbarrieranot
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The experiments were implemented using two models of knowledge [19]. In the first model, the 

learners were assumed to have equal levels of knowledge. This was simulated by allowing the 

learners to learn for the same number of episodes before sharing of their Q-values. In the second 

model, the learners were assumed to have different levels of knowledge, which was achieved by 

allowing each learner to learn for a different number of episodes each time it is learning 

independently. For example, a learner that has learned for 25 episodes has more practical 

knowledge than a learner that has learned only for 10 episodes. 

The action selection policy was the  -soft policy, in which a random action is uniformly 

selected with probability   and the action with the highest expected reward is chosen the rest of 

the time [22]. 

The learning parameters for the experiments were set as follows: 

   • In Q-learning, the learning rate   was tuned dynamically, so that low Q-values have larger  

       learning rates than high Q-values as recommended by Ray and Oates [27]. The discount  

       factor 1=  [28]. 

    • In all the cooperative Q-learning algorithms, the learning rate 0.01=  and the discount 

      factor 0.9= . These values ensure that each cooperative learner learns adequately and  

      make, the best use of its current knowledge at each learning episode as recommended by  

      Abed-alguni et al. [9]. 

    • In each episode, a learner starts learning from a randomly selected state and finishes  

       learning when a goal state is reached. Otherwise, the learner finishes learning after 5,000 

       moves without meeting its goal.  

    • In order to ensure an adequate exploration/exploitation ratio, the probability of selecting a  

        random action was 0.05=  in the  -soft selection policy.  

    • The Nrm measure was selected as the expertness measure of WSS. This measure has a  

        similar performance to the performance of all other tested expertness measures.  

    • As in Abed-alguni et al. [9], the weight parameters in PSO-Q were 0=W , 1=2=1 CC .  

    • In BQ-learning, the frequency, the loudness and the pulse rate were in the range [0,1] for 

      each solution. The discount parameter of the frequencies β=0.5. Initially, the loudness A   

      was set to 1 and the pulse rate r  was set to 0 for each Q-value. 

Three agents are involved in the experiments. The total number of learning episodes is 2,000 for 

the shortest path problem, while the total number of learning episodes for the taxi problem is 
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12,000 episodes. Each algorithm was executed 100 times in order to provide meaningful 

statistical analysis of the experiments. 

In the experiments, an algorithm is considered to have converged to a good policy when the 

average number of moves in its policy enhances by less than one move over 100 successive 

episodes. 

5.3 Experimental Results 

5.3.1 Shortest Path Problem 

 Figure 6 shows the average number of moves per 10 episodes to find the shortest path to the 

goal state in a 2020  grid. The second learning stage of the cooperative Q-learning algorithms 

takes place after each 10 episodes of individual learning. We can see from the figure that BQ-

learning converges after 420 episodes to a solution. On the other hand, single agent Q-learning, 

AVE-Q, WSS, average aggregation Q-learning and PSO-Q converge after around 520 episodes 

to solutions, while BEST-Q requires 60 additional episodes to converge to a solution. These 

results suggest that the performance of BQ-learning is better than those of the other algorithms 

in single-task problems when the agents have similar levels of knowledge before sharing. 

 

Figure 6. Experiment 1: Average number of moves per 10 episodes in a shortest path problem of 

a grid size of 2020 . Each curve is the average of 100 runs. Sharing of Q-values takes place 

after each ten episodes of individual learning. 

Figure 7 shows the average number of moves per 10 episodes to find the shortest path to the 

goal state in a 2020  grid. Respectively, in Figure 7, the first, the second and the third agents 

learn for 10, 5 and 1 episodes before sharing of their Q-values among each other. In this 

experiment, BQ-learning requires 300 episodes of learning to converge to a solution, which is 

only 14.9% of the number of episodes required for single-agent Q-learning (2020), 54%  of 

BEST-Q (550), 53.6%  of WSS (560), 62.5% of PSO-Q (480), 61.2% of AVE-Q (490) and 

29.4% of average aggregation Q-learning (1,020). These results mean that BQ-learning 

outperforms the other algorithms in single-task problems when the agents have different levels 

of knowledge before sharing. 

5.3.2 Taxi Problem 

Figures 8 and 9 show the average number of steps per 10 episodes to deliver a passenger in a  
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Figure 7. Experiment 2: Average number of moves per 10 episodes in a shortest path problem of 

a grid size of 2020 . Each curve is the average of 100 runs. One, five and ten episodes of 

learning occur before implementing a Q-value sharing strategy. 

5 5 grid. Sharing of Q-values occurs in Figure 8 after each 10 episodes of independent 

learning, while in Figure 9, the 1st learner, the 2nd learner and the 3rd learner respectively learn 

for 1, 5 and 10 episodes before sharing of their Q-values. 

Figure 8 shows that BQ-learning requires 7,180 episodes to converge to a solution, followed by 

PSO-Q that requires 7,560 episodes (5 %  more episodes than BQ-learning) to converge to a 

solution. On the other hand, the other algorithms failed to converge to a solution at the end of 

the simulation process. These results suggest that BQ-learning converges to a solution faster 

than the other algorithms in multi-task problems when the agents have similar experiences. 

Figure 9 shows that all of the cooperative Q-learning algorithms failed to converge to a solution 

except BQ-learning and AVE-Q. As expected, BQ-learning has the fastest convergence speed 

among all algorithms. From Figure 9, we can also see that WSS has the worst performance 

among all the algorithms including single-agent Q-learning. These results indicate that BQ-

learning outperforms the other algorithms in multi-task problems when the agents have different 

levels of experience. 

5.4 Performance Analysis  

Two statistical measures were used in Table 1 to compare the performance of the tested 

algorithms over 100 runs. The results are in the format: average number of iterations   

standard deviation of iterations. The last row of the table shows that BQ-learning requires less 

number of iterations to converge to a solution. In addition, the standard deviations of the 

number of iterations of BQ-learning are the lowest among all the standard deviations of the 

other algorithms that converge to a solution. This means that the performance of BQ-learning is 

more stable than the performance of the other tested algorithms. 

Figures 10 and 11 show how the performance of three instances of BQ-learning is affected as 

the number of learning episodes of the agents is varied: (1-5-10), (15-30-45) and (25-50-100) 
learning episodes before sharing. The results in Figure 10 show that the convergence points of 

all instances of BQ-learning in the shortest path problem are not far from each other: BQ-

learning (1-5-10) converges after 303 episodes, BQ-learning (15-30-45) converges after 333 

episodes and BQ-learning (25-50-100) converges after 342 episodes.  
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Figure 8. Experiment 3: Average number of moves per 10 episodes in a taxi problem of a grid 

size of 55 . Each curve is the average of 100 runs. Sharing of Q-values takes place after each 

ten episodes of individual learning. 

 

Figure 9. Experiment 4: Average number of moves per 10 episodes in a taxi problem of a grid 

size of 55 . Each curve is the average of 100 runs. One, five and ten episodes of learning 

occur before implementing a Q-value sharing strategy. 

In Figure 11 (taxi domain), BQ-learning (1-5-10) converges after 9,136 episodes, BQ-learning 

(15-30-45) converges after 9,233 episodes and BQ-learning (25-50-100) converges after 9,417 

episodes. To sum up, the results in both figures indicate that the convergence speed of BQ-

learning is not highly sensitive to the number of episodes that each agent learns before sharing 

of Q-values. 

The overall results of the experiments suggest that BQ-learning performs better than 

conventional Q-learning and the other cooperative Q-learning algorithms, regardless of the 
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levels of experience of the agents (similar experiences vs. different experiences) and the types 

of the learning problems (single-task vs. multiple-task problems). 

Table 1. Average and standard deviation of number of iterations over 100 runs. The star symbol 

* indicates that the algorithm did not converge to a solution at the end of the simulation process. 

Algorithm Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3 Experiment 4 

Single-agent Q-

learning 

520 36 2,000
*0  12,000

*0  12,000
*0  

BEST-Q 583 44 550 66 12,000
*0  12,000

*0  

AVE-Q 521 31 480 35 12,000
*0  11,003 356 

WSS 524 32 560 44 12,000
*0  12,000

*0  

PSO-Q 523 34 480 61 7,560 701 12,000
*0  

Average 

aggregation 

521 31 1,020 52 12,000
*0  12,000

*0  

BQ-learning 413 17 300 32 7,180 425 9,136 256 

 

 

Figure 10. Experiment 5: Performance of different instances of BQ-learning in a shortest path 

problem of a grid size of 2020 . Each curve is the average of 100 runs. 

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Cooperative Q-learning approach is an efficient learning approach that accelerates the learning 

process of individual learners in homogeneous multi-agent systems. This paper presented the 

BQ-learning algorithm which is a new cooperative Q-learning that is inspired from the bat 

algorithm. The learning process of BQ-learning comprises two stages. First, the individual 

learning stage, where each agent learns or improves its own policy by implementing the 

standard Q-learning algorithm. Second, the learning by interaction stage, where the learners 

share their Q-values among each other using a Q-value sharing strategy based on the bat 
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algorithm.The BQ-learning algorithm has many advantages. First, compared to current 

cooperative Q-learning algorithms, the BQ-learning algorithm can be implemented to single-

task and multi-task problems, because optimizing the tasks of a learning problem using the bat 

algorithm improves the overall solution for the problem. Second, the bat sharing strategy in BQ-

learning increases the possibility of finding the optimal Q-values, because it attempts to balance 

between the exploration and exploitation of actions using tuning techniques that control its 

parameters (frequencies, pulse emission rates and loudness of the potential solutions). 

 

Figure 11. Experiment 6: Performance of different instances of BQ-learning in a taxi problem of 

a grid size of 55 . Each curve is the average of 100 runs.  

Finally, the results of the pilot experiments suggest that BQ-learning performs faster than 

single-agent Q-learning and other famous cooperative Q-learning algorithms, whether the 

agents have similar or different levels of experience and regardless of the type of the learning 

problems (single-task vs. multiple-task problems). 

Future work includes implementing the BQ-learning algorithm to continuous space learning 

problems and developing a new cooperative Q-learning algorithm based on a combination of the 

firefly and monkey algorithms. 
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 ملخص البحث:

ملنمم م مم منسم   د  دمك بمعم ميممت ملتمماميسمح منحنحممعمُّم كمم ملتمامني مممعلّمميح م دحممت من مملدمي مكممعي م ك مكمممث  

لهحمع منممث ةميستسمتةمُّمجُّبذمكهم نممنيخعصةمكه مفتحمعمكتمحه منسم خلنت منام جنُّتلتةمي بمعمم ميمت ملتما 

عيتممةلأم لميممت ملتممامنيح عيتممةميمملماميمم  دمنيححنحممعتمُّ ح مم مفممممولمام مما منيح م دحممت ميمملمامُّ   مممم يممعمنيح 

مكمضمنيخانيزنتعتمني معلّتةمُّثالمذنتمومنءمجتدملمفتحمعمي م دم م  يلعمهع ملهحع منمث ةموخجىمهممولد

ةمنيانالةمكتححعميثالمومنؤهعمضمتفعمًفممنيحمثلاتمن ملدمةمنيحهعمد  مكعيحمثلاتمذنتمنيحهحد

لهممخانيزنتةمُّمعلّتةمُّسمحعمخانيزنتمةمنيخفدمع تممُّ  جحمه همنياييةمخانيزنتةمجليلةمي م ك ملتات

مخانيزنتممةمنيخفدممع م لُّ مماممك حفتمم منامم جنُّتلتةمي بممعمم ميممت ملتممامنحب  ممةمبحهممع ملنيلممليجمكعيمم لجمولد

خانيزنتةمفمدعيةمُّزيلمن م نثعّتةم يلعمميت ملتامنيح عيتةمب مطجي م النثمني مانزلمكمت مناا ثممع م

مجنتمنيخانيزنتة لناا غلا ميلأفمع مببجمضبذمن غت

ليلمُّ منخ بعيمخانيزنتةمنيخفدع مي م ك ملتامكعا خلنممنسأي ت مهحع:منسأيةمويصجمنسعيتملهممنسمأيةم

مومنءممواعميممةمنيحهحممةتملنسممأيةمني علسمممتملهممممنسممأيةمن ممملدمةمنيحهممعمد  لُّ  ممجحمنيح ممعستمني لجيبتممةمولد

 ملتممامذامنيمعنمم منيانامململومنءمكمممضمخانيزنتممةمنيخفدممع ميمم م ك ملتمماموفقمم مبحمملمن عيّ مم مكممأمنءمُّم كمم

 .نيخانيزنتعتمني معلّتةمي م ك ملتامنيحمجلفةمجتلنًم
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